TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
MONDAY, JUNE 12, 2000

*** 6:00 PM WORKSHOP-COUNCIL/PLANNING
1. Setback Requirements
2. Growth Management Ordinance (Building Cap)

BOARD/APPEALS BOARD***

I.

Call to order at the Cumberland Town Hall at 8:00 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes
a. May 22, 2000

III.

Manager's Report

IV.

Public Discussion

V.

Legislation and Policy
00-46 To set date for Public Hearing- Growth Management Ordinance (Building Cap).
00-47 To set date for Public Hearing to adopt Open Space Plan as an amendment to the
Comprehensive Plan.
00-48 To set date for Public Hearing to consider purchase of Doane property.
00-49 To issue Commercial Hauler licenses.

VI.

Correspondence

VII.

New Business

VIII.. Adjourn

MEMBERS OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
Peter Bingham (Chair)
Stephen Moriarty
John Lambert, Jr.
Jeffrey Porter

829-5713
829-5095
781-5282
829-4129

James Phipps
Harland Storey
Mark Kuntz

Town of Cumberland web site: www.cumberlandmaine.com

846-6274
829-3939
829-6482

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING MINUTES OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
MONDAY, MAY 22, 2000
Present: Peter Bingham, Stephen Moriarty, John Lambe11,Jeff Porter, James Phipps, Harland Storey, Mark Kuntz

I.

The meeting was called to order by Chairman Bingham at the Cumberland Town Hall at
7:04 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes
a. May 8, 2000
Councilor Lambert moved to approve the minutes of May 8, 2000 as written.
Seconded by Councilor Kuntz.
Councilor Phipps moved to amend the minutes under New Business to reflect a public
informational session to be held on Chebeague.
Councilor Moriarty moved to amend the minutes to delete the word "not" from "Legal
Counsel and Indemnification" (a) #1. (4 lines down).
Councilor Lambert moved to approve the minutes with the previous amendments.
Seconded by Councilor Kuntz.

III.

VOTE:
Motion to Amend (7)
Original Motion as Amended (7)

Manager's Report
th

The Town Manager reported that the dates the National Guard will be town are June 10
1
through June 25t1• It is recommended that around the 24 th or 25th the town will host a
reception for the National Guard at Val Halla.
The Town Manager repo1ied that the sewer installation on Rt. 1 has been completed on
th
schedule. An informational meeting will be held Thursday, May 25 to discuss the
installation of a sewer as a result of a petition from residents in the Cottage Farms area.
IV.

Public Discussion
None.

V.

Legislation and Policy

TOWN COUNCIL
MAY22,2000
00-41

To hold Public Hearing to consider and act on application for a Mass Gathering Permit by
the United Maine Craftsmen to hold the annual craft fair at the Cumberland Fairgrounds
August I 0th through August 1311\2000.
Chairman Bingham opened the Public Hearing.
There was no public comment.
Chairman Bingham closed the Public Hearing.
Councilor Lambert moved to grant an application for a Mass Gathering Permit by the
United Maine Craftsmen to hold the annual craft fair at the Cumberland Fairgrounds
August I 0th through August 1311\2000.
Seconded by Councilor Porter.

00-42

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7)

To discuss implementation of Growth Management Committee recommendations.
The Council heard a brief presentation from Town Planner, Donna Larson.
The Council discussed the number of building permits issued in a year. A workshop is
scheduled with the Planning Board for the 1th of June, with a tentative Public Hearing
scheduled Wednesday, June 28 th • Councilors Bingham and Moriarty will meet with staff
and Town attorney to develop draft ordinance to be reviewed on June I th.
The Council will discuss impact fees and acquiring development rights at an upcoming
meeting.

00-43

To consider acceptance of Open Space- Valley Road Subdivision.
Councilor Lambert moved to accept the Open Space as proposed for Town ownership for
the Valley Road Subdivision based upon suitable language as approved by the Town
Attorney.
Seconded by Councilor Porter.

00-44

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7)

To adopt Open Space Plan as an amendment to the Comprehensive Plan.
The Town Manager deferred this item to Town Planner, Donna Larson for explanation.
Councilor Lambert moved to refer the Open Space Plan to the Cumberland Planning
Board for a repo1t and recommendation following additional public hearing(s) and public
input, regarding the inclusion of said Open Space Plan in the Town's Comprehensive
Plan.
Seconded by Councilor Moriarty.

00-45

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7)

To include the Fiscal Impact Analysis of Residential Development as an appendix to the
Comprehensive Plan.
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Councilor Lambe1tmoved to table inclusion of the Fiscal Impact Analysis of Residential
Development as an appendix to the Comprehensive Plan pending Planning Board action
of the Open Space Plan.
Seconded by Councilor Kuntz.

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7)

VI.

Correspondence
1) State of Maine Department of Human Services, Division of Health Engineering,
Frank and Karen Pote. Rt. 9 Junction Station House Pizza.
2) Frank & Karen Pote, Governor Angus King.
3) Town of Yarmouth, Minutes Yarmouth Town Council April 24, 2000.
4) Yarmouth Town Council Resolution passed April 24, 2000.
5) Jeff Daigle, Donna Larson: Open Space Plan
6) Forcaster article "Cumberland Open-Space Plans Draws Jeers, Cheers".
7) MSAD #51 Building Permits.
8) MSAD #51 Board of Directors Minutes 5/1/00 & 5/1/00 Revised.
9) MSAD #51 Board of Directors Agenda 5/15/00.
10) MSAD #51 Board of Directors Public Budget Meeting Agenda 5/18/00.
11) MSAD #51 Board of Directors Public Budget Meeting Notes. 5/18/00.
12) MSAD #51 Board of Directors Public Budget Meeting Agenda 5/20/00.
13) County of Cumberland Commissioners' Meeting April 24, 2000.
14) Solid Waste to RWS YTD Report.
15)Jensen Baird Gardner & Henry, Town Manager, Growth Control Ordinances.
16) Tom Terison, Donna Larson: Development Rights.
17) County of Cumberland, Peter J. Crichton County Manager: Cumberland Town
Manager, Search Conference June 27 th & 28 th•
18) Jensen Baird Gardner & Henry, Robe1t Benson; Growth Control Ordinances.

VII.

New Business
Councilor Storey inquired regarding the status of the towns previous old ambulance. The
old ambulance will be operated as a joint response unit for the Towns of Falmouth and
Cumberland.
He inquired regarding the status of the old ladder truck. The old ladder truck will be a
tanker truck.
Chairman Bingham stated the Memorial Day celebration in Cumberland will begin with a
parade that is scheduled to start at 10 a.m. at the Wilson School and proceed to the Moss
Side Cemetery for the dedication of the new Cumberland Town Honor Roll for veterans.
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Mary Schendel (SAD #51 Chairperson) spoke with Chairman Bingham regarding the
formation of the following 4 committees:
1. Building Committee for the Middle School
2. Junior High Committee
3. Communications Committee
4. Fundraising Committee
Councilor Porter will be representing the Council and serving on the Middle School
Building Committee.
Councilor Moriarty will be representing the Council and serving on the Junior High
Committee.
The Council plans to have a representative for the Communications Committee and
Fundraising Committee.
Chairman Bingham recommended Ann Seitz from No1ih Yarmouth and Bill Stiles from
Cumberland on the Building Committee for the Middle School.
VIII.

EXECUTIVE SESSION -

1. To consult with Town Attorney regarding Blanchard Lot
litigation.
2. Land Acquisition

Councilor Porter moved to go into Executive Session at 8:31 p.m. to:
1. To consult with Town Attorney regarding Blanchard Lot litigation.
2. Land Acquisition

Seconded by Councilor Lambe1i.

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7)

Councilor Porter moved to come out of Executive Session at 9: 15 p.m.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7)

Seconded by Councilor Lambert.
IX.

Adjourn
No further business conducted. Motion to adjourn at 9: 16 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Kathleen Babeu
Council Secretary
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May 18, 2000
Robert B. Benson, Town Manager
To.....,,n
of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021

Re:

Growth Control Ordinances

De-ar Bob:
This letter is intended to follow up our earlier correspondence and our office conference
of Wednesday, May 1ih, 2000 regarding the possibility of Cumberland adopting a Growth
Control Ordinance. As we have discussed, the Maine Supreme Court, on May 10th , decided the
Homebuilders Association of 11;/aine,Inc. vs. Town of Eliot case in which they upheld as "vithin a
municipality's police powers, the right to adopt Gro.....,,thControl Ordinances as v.ithin a Town's
legitimate attempt to "effectively plan for and manage future development." The Court then
went on to conclude that the Legislature's grant of flexibility to municipalities in establishing
comprehensive plans was intended to encompass gro'Mh. limitation ordinances. While carefully
noting that any unreasonable limit on development could be considered a de facto moratorium,
they found that Eliot's ordinance complied with the legislative mandate to "encourage orderly
growth and development." See 30-A M.RS.A. § 4312(3)(A). It should be noted that Eliot had a
20 year statistical history and had periodically amended the Ordinance to increase the cap.
Given this decision it certainly would be appropriate for the Town of Cumberland to
move forward on adopting a C'.rro\\-thControl Ordinance at this time. There are, however,
numerous policy issues which the Council needs to address prior to beginning to draft such an
ordinance. First and foremost, we need to .determine whether the ordinance should apply just to
subdivision lots or to subdivision and non-subdivision lots, or some combination of the same.
My understanding in th.is .regard is that the Town has a roughly 50-50 percentage of those type of
lots being built upon and therefore the ordinance probably should mimic this tradition.
Similarly, Doruia Larson indicates that she has a 15 year history overall of the To\\rn's gro.,,,1h
rate and certainly any growth control ordinance should clearly rely on that historic grovvth rate so
that the caps will be based on the statistical data that has been compiled. The1·e is also the
question of exemptions. Should -a gro"wth cap apply only to single family housing therefore
exempting senior housing or multi-family projects, or even possibly affordable housing projects
to the extent that this ,vould forestall the argument that the Town was attempting to discriminate
against low income projects. Also, such an ordinance should have a sunset provision requiring
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Page2
periodic revisions to the ordinance to reflect current development trends that continue in the
Town after its passage. The Council would need to consider the factors it would wish to include
in this review so that Donna and any subsequent planner could continue to collect this
information.
Finally, there are numerous procedural details that need to be dealt with such as how the
growth permits are actually issued, to whom, who pays for them, are they first come, first served,
do they can-y over to subsequent years if not used, when should the ordinance become effective,
i.e., retroactive to January 1, 2000 or begin on the commencement of the fiscal year on July 1.
It is my under~-ianding that Donna has copies of some of these ordinances that other
mtulicipalities have adopted and that they attempt to address these various issues in multiple
ways. To the extent that the Council can give some direction as to its wishes, we can certainly
begin to draft such an ordinance, pass it by the Planning Board for its required jnput, and
hopefully get it to the Council in a timely manner.-

If there is anything further that you need fron1 me in this regard, please let me ~ow.

zlly

Ve1-y

yours,

KL~
KMC/ab
cc:
Donna Larson, Tm.vnPlanner

GROWTH MANAGEMENT ORDINANCE
1.

DRAFT

TITLE
This Ordinance shall be known as the "Growth Management Ordinance of the
Town of Cumberland, Maine" and shall be referred herein as the "Ordinance".

2.

LEGAL AUTHORITY
This Ordinance is adopted pursuant to Home Rule Powers as provided in Article
VIII-A of the Maine Constitution and Title 30-A, M.R.S.A. Section 3001.

3.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this Ordinance is to protect the health, safety and general welfare
of the residents of Cumberland through placing limitations on residential
development and meeting the following:

4.

A

To provide for the immediate housing needs of the existing residents of
Cumberland.

B.

To ensure fairness in allocation of Building Permits.

C.

To plan for continued residential population growth of Cumberland which
would be compatible with orderly and gradual expansion of community
services including, but not limited to, education, public safety,
transportation infrastructure, waste disposal and health services.

D.

Avoid a situation in which the rapid development of new residences,
potentially housing many families with school-age children, could outpace
the town's capability to expand its schools and other services soon enough
to avoid serious school over-crowding and a significant reduction in other
services.

APPLICABILITY
This Ordinance shall apply to all new dwelling units (including manufactured
housing) and the construction and/or the conversion of seasonal dwellings to yearround dwellings within the Town of Cumberland. No new dwelling unit, which
fails to meet the requirements of the Ordinance, shall be constructed or placed
within the Town of Cumberland.
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5.

EXEMPTIONS
This Ordinance shall not apply to the following:

6.

A.

The repair, replacement, reconstruction or alteration of any existing
building or structure provided the number of dwelling units is not
increased.

B.

Dwelling units constructed by the Cumberland Housing Authority, an
agency of the state or federal government; or by a private developer or
contractor with a continuing age restriction of persons 5 5 years of age or
older. Any conversion of these units eliminating the age restriction would
require a Growth Permit.

C.

Accessory Apartments as allowed in Section 407.1 of the Cumberland
Zoning Ordinance.

ADMINISTRATION
A.

B.

Maximum Number of Dwelling Units
1.

The maximum number of new Growth Permits issued shall be
forty-four (44), from May 22, 2000 to June 30, 2001, and annually
thereafter from July 1 to June 30, unless and / or until this
Ordinance is amended pursuant to Section 10.

2.

No more than 50% of the Growth Permits shall be issued annually
for dwelling units within subdivisions.

Application Procedure

1.

All Growth Permit Applications shall be submitted in person to the
Code Enforcement Officer or his/her assistant or agent (hereinafter
the CEO) during normal office hours on the form designated
Growth Permit Application. No Growth Permit Applications shall
be accepted by mail.

2.

The CEO shall indicate on the Application form the date and time
the Growth Permit Application was received and provide the
applicant with a receipt, when said Application is complete. The
Applications shall be reviewed in the order in which they were
received. Only complete Applications will be accepted.
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C.

3.

The Growth Permit Application shall be accompanied by a nonrefundable administrative fee in the amount of One Hundred
($100.00) Dollars, documentation establishing the applicant's
right, title and interest to the property, and one copy of a
subsurface wastewater disposal system application form (Ill-lE200), and/or confirmation of eligibility of a sewer user unit.

4.

A separate application shall be required for each dwelling unit.

ISSUANCE PROCEDURE
1.

Growth Permit applications shall not be accepted by the CEO until
on or after the effective date of this Ordinance. Applications for
Growth Permits shall be on file with the CEO. From that time on,
applications wiJI be accepted, and growth permits issued, as
provided for in Section 6. CJ.

2.

Growth Permits shall be available on a first-come, first-served
basis.

3.

1.

The CEO shall notify an applicant once the
applicant is entitled to have a Growth Permit issued. Once
the CEO has notified the applicant that the applicant is
entitled to have a Growth Permit issued, the applicant shall
have thirty (30) days to accept the Growth Permit from the
CEO. If the applicant shall fail to accept the Growth
Permit, then the Growth Permit shall expire.

11.

Expired Growth Permits shall be available for reissue.

111.

The CEO shall issue Growth Permits for all complete
applications if they do not outnumber the supply of Growth
Permits.
a.

If applications exceed supply for any given year,
permits shall be issued on the basis of the order
complete applications were received by the CEO.
Those on the list who do not get a permit for that
year shall have first priority to get a permit in the
next year, in the order in which the applications
were deemed to be complete.

4.

No more than __ Growth Permits shall be issued during any year
to any one person, firm or corporation. Corporations shall be
treated as the same corporation for purposes of this Ordinance if
they share common directors (or their spouses) and/ or
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shareholders (or their spouses) of 10% or more of the stock. Any
person or corporation which is a partner in a partnership shall also
be considered the same person as the partnership.
5.

D.

E.

If, at the end of the calendar year, there are any unissued Growth
Permits still available, they shall not be carried over to the next
year.

Replacement with building permit and expiration
1.

A Growth Permit shall be replaced by a building permit for a
dwelling on the specific site for which the Growth Permit was
issued. A Growth Permit which has not been replaced with a
building permit within 90 days of Growth Permit approval by Code
Enforcement Officer shall be considered expired and must be
resubmitted for consideration. Resubmitted Growth Permit
Applications will not have any priority over other Growth Permit
Applications. The expiration of the building permit shall be in
conformity with the Town of Cumberland Building Code.

2.

Expired permits shall be available for reissuance.

Transferability
Growth Permits are not transferable. They shall be valid for construction
on the lot specified on the Application and by the Applicant; provided
however, that such valid permits shall be transferable to new owners of the
lot should the property change hands. If a permit is transferred, the date of
issuance remains unchanged.

7.

CONFLICT WITH OTHER ORDINANCES
This Ordinance shall not repeal, annul, or otherwise impair or remove the
necessity of compliance with any federal, state or other local laws or ordinances.
Where this Ordinance imposes a greater restriction upon the use of land,
buildings, or structures, the provisions of this Ordinance shall prevail.

8.

SEPARABILITY
Should any section or provision of this Ordinance be found by the courts to be
invalid, illegal, or unenforceable, such decision shall not affect any other section
or provision of this Ordinance either singly or collectively.
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9.

EFFECTIVE DATE
The effective date of this Ordinance shall be July 1, 2000, but the total number of
permits available through June 30, 2001 shall be limited by Section 6A hereof

10.

REVIEW PROCEDURE
This Ordinance shall be reviewed by the Planning Board periodically (but not less
frequently than once every three years), to ensure that the annual maximum
growth rate has not become inconsistent with the Town's capital program
requirements to establish, maintain, or enlarge needed public facilities and
services. Based on its review the Planning Board may recommend amending this
Ordinance as provided in Section 11.

11.

AMENDMENTS
1.

12.

13.

An amendment to this Ordinance may be initiated by one of the following:

(A)

The Planning Board.

(B)

The Town Council.

(C)

The residents, pursuant to Article X, Section 2 of the Town
Charter.

VIOLATIONS

A

A violation of this Ordinance shall be deemed to exist when any person,
firm or corporate entity engages in any construction activity directly
related to the erection or placement of a Dwelling Unit, or the conversion
of seasonal dwellings upon any land within the Town without first having
obtained a Growth Permit from the CEO.

B.

If a Dwelling Unit has been constructed or placed, or a converted seasonal
dweIJing has been occupied as a primary year-round residence without a
Growth Permit, it shall be deemed a violation for any person, firm, or
corporate entity to sell, lease, rent or occupy such Dwelling Unit until such
permit has been duly issued.

NOTICE OF VIOLATIONS; LEGAL ACTION
When a violation of any provision of this Ordinance shall be found, the CEO shall
send a written notice of the violation to the responsible party or parties and shall
notify the Town Council of the violation. If the notice does not result in the
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correction of the violation, the Town Council may institute any and all actions and
proceedings, either legal or equitable, including seeking injunctive relief, the
imposition of fines, removal of the structure, or other action that may be
appropriate or necessary to enforce the provisions of this Ordinance. The Town
Council is authorized to enter into administrative consent orders to eliminate
violations with or without court action. Such agreement shall not allow an illegal
stmcture or use to continue.
14.

PENALTIES
A.

Any person owning or controlling the use of any dwelling unit being
constructed in violation of this chapter shall be liable to be fined not less
than $500.00 for each day such a violation (i.e. construction activity,
unlawful occupancy) continues after notification by the Code Enforcement
Officer (CEO).

B.

If a dwelling unit has been built in violation of this chapter and is then
occupied by the builder or his family, for residential use, the builder shall
be shall be fined as provided in Section 14 A. of this Ordinance.

15.

APPEALS
A.

Administrative Appeals
The Board of Adjustment and Appeals in accordance with Section 603 of
the Cumberland Zoning Ordinance, may, upon written application of an
aggrieved party and after public notice, hear appeals from determinations
of the Code Enforcement Officer in the administration of this Ordinance.
Following such hearing, the Board of Adjustment and Appeals may
reverse the decision of the Code Enforcement Officer only upon a finding
that the decision is clearly contrary to the specific provisions of this
Ordinance.

16.

DEFINITIONS
A.

Building Permit: A permit is defined by and issued in accordance with
the Cumberland Building Code and Section 602.1 of the Cumberland
Zoning Ordinance.

B.

Dwelling Unit: A room or group of rooms designed and equipped
exclusively for use as living quarters for a family, including provisions for
living, sleeping, cooking and eating. The term shall include, but not be
limited to, manufactured housing, modular/mobile homes, apartment unit,
duplexes and multiplexes and condominium units. The term shall not
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include trailers or recreational vehicles used for overnight or temporary
lodging only.
C.

Growth Permit: A permit issued, in accordance with the provisions of
this Ordinance, by the CEO to allow the establishment of a principal yearround residence in a new or existing dwelling unit.

D.

Principal Year-round Residence: The dwelling unit which a family uses
as a family domicile for over six (6) months per year.

E.

Family: A person or persons occupying a dwelling unit and living as a
single housekeeping unit, as distinguished from a group occupying a
boarding house, lodging residence, hotel or motel.

F.

Manufactured Housing: A fabricated pre-assembled dwelling unit
designed to be transported after fabrication and to be used as living
quarters. The term "Manufactured Housing" may include the term
"Modular Home" and "Mobile Home", except that the fabricated singlefamily modular home is assembled on the building site on a permanent
foundation.

G.

Subdivision: A subdivision shall be defined by 30-A M.R.S.A. § 4401,
and as amended from time to time. For the purposes of this Ordinance,
subdivisions shall mean only those approved by the Planning Board after
March 6, 1959. In addition, any lots shown on a subdivision plan, but not
subject to Planning Board review shall not be considered a lot in a
subdivision.
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IMemorandum
To:

Robert B. Benson, Town Manager

From: Donna Larson, Town Planner
Date:

6/8/00

Re:

Setback requirements and variances

Since the May 8, 2000 workshop I have been researching the lots where variances have been granted
and comparing that to the year the house was built, the possibility of setback overlay districts, and the
feasibility of adopting the "practical difficulty" test. The results of the first two items are included on
the attached map.

Older Neighborhoods
The map depicts housing in two categories. First, those houses built before 1949 when the first
zoning ordinance was adopted, and houses built between 1949 and 1975 when setbacks were
increased significantly. That infonnation was used as the rationale for establishing the two setback
overlay districts. In short, the neighborhoods with older houses (pre-1949) and a substantial number
of variances requested are designated as Setback Overlay District 1. Neighborhoods with a majority
of the houses built between 1949 and 1975, or where clusters of variances have been granted (i.e.
Mill Ridge Road area) are designated as Setback Overlay District 2.
The two areas designated as Setback Overlay District 1 (Wildwood and Forest Homes Subdivision,
1938, in West Cumberland) consist of lots less than 5,000 sq ft. The lots tend to be 100' deep and
50' or less wide. In many cases, one house sits on two or more lots which may alleviate the need for
side setback requirement variances, but not the front or rear. The lots in Setback Overlay District 2
are somewhat larger therefore the proposed setback requirements are slightly higher.
The Setback Overlay Districts would become a new map, but an amendment to the Official Zoning
Map, and a new section to the district regulations would be added to the Zoning Ordinance explaining
what the setback requirements are in each overlay district. The new setbacks requirements would
override the requirements of the underlying district.

As we discussed at the last workshop, variance requests are typically for older homes wanting to add
a second bay to a garage, or to construct an addition or deck. The intent of this approach is to allow
owners of older homes to stay in their homes and be able to make desired improvements by right.

Clustered Subdivisions
· The other, smaller, but growing group of variance requests is for new homes in clustered
subdivisions. The road frontage requirement for clustered subdivisions is one half of what is
required in a traditional subdivision (RR 1 & 2, 200' to 100'; all other districts 150' to 75 '). By
allowing the reduced road frontage requirement, roads are shorter which is a benefit to the developer
and the town's long-term road maintenance budget. The problem arises when the new lot owner

June 8, 2000
wants to put a 70' wide house on 100' wide lot, and is compounded when septic and well location
restricted. While the road frontage requirements have been reduced, the side setback requirements
haven't.
The Council may want to consider reducing the side setback requirements only in clustered and
dispersed subdivisions to:
RR l & 2, LDR- 20'
l\IDR - 10'
If this were a desired change, it would be incorporated into Sec. 406.2. 2 of the Zoning Ordinance
which is the section that states the setback requirements for clustered, dispersed, and traditional
subdivisions.

Practical Difficulty
Lastly, we've talked about adding the "practical difficulty" test for reviewing variance requests. The
standards for "practical difficulty" are:
A

The need for a variance is due to the unique circumstances of the property and not to the
general condition of the neighborhood;

B.

The granting of a variance will not produce an undesirable change in the character of the
neighborhood and will not unreasonably detrimentally affect the use or market value of
abutting properties;

C.

The practical difficulty is not the result of action taken by the petitioner or a prior owner;

D.

No other feasible alternative to a variance is available to the petitioner;

E.

The granting of a variance will not unreasonably adversely affect the natural environment;
and

F.

The property is not located in whole or in part within the shoreland areas as described in Title
38, Section 435.

Portland and South Portland have adopted these standards. South Portland is expecting an appeal to
Superior Court on a recent decision made by the zba. Both Code Officers agreed that the practical
difficulty standards present a different, not improved, set of circumstances for the Board. If the
setbacks are reduced as discussed above, this set of standards may not be necessary.
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Town of Cumberland
Proposed Setback Overlay Districts

Proposed Setback Overlay District 1

Proposed Setback Overlay District 2

Setback Overlay Districts
setback overlay district 1
setback overlay district 2
Zoning district line

Front - no new construction shall extend closer
to the property line than the existing
house, or the front setback requirement of
the underlying district, whichever is less;

Front - 25' provided that no front setback need be
greater than the average depth of the front
setbacks on the adjacent lots. A vacant lot
shall be considered as having a front setback of 25 ';

0LDR
MOR

Side-

IO';

Side -

10' for the main building (including decks
and porches); 8' all other buildings;

rear -

IS2QlVariance

Rear -

25' main building (including decks and
porches); 10' all other buildings.

Rear -

30' main building (including decks and porches),
except that lots with an average depth of I 00' or
less the setback requirement shall be no less than
25% of the average depth of the lot; IO' all other buildings.

front -

D
rJ

granted
House built between 1949 and 1975
House built before 1949 (pre-zoning)

-

History of setbacks
1949 -

front side -

Zoning adopted
20', but no greater than the houses on
adjacent lots
8', one side can be reduced if the other
side is increased (5' limit)
25', or 25% of the depth of the lot
whichever is less

1959

20', but no greater than the houses on
adjacent lots;
side/rear - 10' main building, 5' all other buildings;
1969

front -
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Front - 50'
Side - 30',combined65'
Rear - 65'
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FrontSide Rear -

35'
20', combined 50'
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COMMERCIALHAULER'S LICENSES
2000/2001

The following
have submitted
completed applications
the required
fee for Commercial Hauler's
Licenses
the 00/01 license
year:

waste Management of Maine,
2000 Forest Ave., Portland,
Pine Tree Waste, Inc.
33 Rigby Road, So. Portland,

r-

Inc.
~
ME 04103

ME 04106

l~

Inc.

vf:'r1/~~

1·

'~"

40

-6910

Reynolds & Sons Disposal,
Inc.
PO Box 1092, Portland,
ME 04104

"'1G5

Troiano Waste Services,
PO Box 3541, Portland,

\} '-~

Inc.
ME 04104

{

!t:;;::-....J

and
for

Advisory Committee Report

May 25, 2000

The Advisory Committee wishes to thank the representatives of the Chebeague Island Hall
Community Center ("CIHCC"), the Chebeague Island Library ("CIL"), and the Chebeague
Recreation Center ("CRC") for providing documents and responding to questions.
[1] The Advisory Committee FINDS that:
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

The immediate problem is the result of differing interpretations on the part of CIHCC and
CRC concerning the rights and responsibilities defined in the contract between the CIL and
the CIHCC dated 1990; and
These differing interpretations are understandable - given both a document which is
outdated in light of the activities on Chebeague Island in 2000, and an exchange of letters
between the two organizations which might have been better worded; and
The restructuring of the Town's recreation services, which gave administration of
recreational services on Chebeague Island to the Chebeague Recreation Center, has taken
"town sponsored events" beyond those envisioned in 1990; and
There is a high probability that other future organizations will wish to avail themselves of
the very valuable space which the Hall provides.

[2] The Advisory Committee SUGGESTS that:
(a)
(b)

In principle, community organizations and individuals continue to contribute financially to
the support of the Hall by paying rent; and
In practice, the CIHCC do whatever it can within its financial situation to continue to offer
its facilities to the community at a reasonable cost.

[3] The Advisory Committee further SUGGESTS that the 1990 agreement between the CIHCC and
the CIL should be constrned to allow· town sponsored events such as meetings for town business,
voting and the like, to be free of charge, but that it NOT be construed to require other activities to
be free of charge.
[4] The Advisory Committee REQUESTS that the CIHCC establish a set of policies, clearly
delineating the conditions and costs of use of the Hall by Chebeague Island organizations and
individuals.
[5] The Advisory Committee HOPES that its interpretation of "town sponsored events" might be
accepted by all parties so that a re-negotiation of SECTION 5. Of EXHIBIT C - ADDITIONAL
CHARGES would not be necessary.
[6] Further, the Advisory Committee's RECOMMENDATIONS are meant to show support and
appreciation for the vital activities of all three organizations which add so much to the community,
but times have changed in the last decade, and the agreement made in 1990 needs to be reinterpreted in terms of the contemporary situation and contemporary financial realities.
The Advisory Committee
Nancy Adams

Donna Colbeth

Mabel Doughty

Jim Millinger

Jim Phipps

I- . ; I

County of Cumberiand
· Peter J. Crichton
County Manager

May 18, 2000

Robert Benson, Town Manager
PO Box 128
Cumberland Center, ME 04021-0128

Dear Manager,
The County of Cumberland is in the process of developing a strategic plan. In
order to insure that such a long-range plan is inclusive, comprehensive, and has the
support of the community, we are inviting you to participate in this important undertaking
of Cumberland County Government.

th
We will be holding a Search Conference on June 2?'h and June 28 . This type of
conference represents a movement away from an administrator-driven or consultantdeveloped plan, toward inclusion and involvement of concerned stakeholders. We
believe you have a stake in the long-term future of Cumberland County and we would like
you to participate in this two-day event. Activities will begin at 5:00 PM Tuesday, June
27'h at the Keeley Catering Center on Warren Avenue in Portland with a light dinner and
discussion on the past record of County Government. All conference participants are
asked to make a commitment to participate in both the evening program of June 2?'h and
th
the full day program on June 28 .
During the evening and day session 80-100 citizens and local officials of
Cumberland County will search for the answers to a series of questions including:
1. What can we learn from our history? What is our record in the communities we
serve?
2. What do we want the future of Cumberland County to be? What do we believe
the citizens want and need? What services should we be providing? What
should our priorities be?
3. What are the strategic issues facing us? What are the concerns we will need
to address? What will we need to do in order to create the future we desire?

142 Federal Street, Suite 102 • Portland, Maine 04101-4196

• Tel. (207) 871-8380 • Fax (207) 87 J-8292

The sessions will be facilitated by discussion leaders from The Greenshoe Group.
Their responsibility is to provide some structure and guidance in the work we will do
together. There will be no lectures or presentations. This will be an opportunity to
discuss your ideas and have input into the strategic direction of Cumberland County.
We would appreciate your attendance.
you will be attending.

Please notify my office by June 5

th

if

We are excited about creating a community-supported plan for Cumberland
County Government. We look forward to working with you in this process. If you have
any questions, please call me at 871-8380. I would encourage you to look at our website
www. curnberlandcounty.
org to review the services and functions we are currently
providing to citizens of Cumberland County.
Kind regards.
Sincerely,

L4-t,~·---County Manager
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WALTER E. WEBBER
KENNETH M. COLE Ill
NICHOLAS S. NADZO
FRANK II. FRYE
DAVID J. JONES
MICHAEL A. NELSON
RICHARD II. SPENCER, JR.
RONALD A. EPSTEIN
WILLIAM II. DALE
JOSEPH II. GROFF Ill

& HENRY

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

F. BRUCE SLEEPER
DEBORAH M. MANN
LESLIE E. LOWRY Ill
PATRICIA MCDONOUGH DUNN
MICHAEL J. QUINLAN
R. LEE IVY
NATALIE L. DUR.NS
SALLY J. DAGGETT
BRENDAN P. RIELLY
SUZANNE R. SCOTT

TEN FREE STREET
P.O. BOX 4510
PORTLAND, MAINE 04112
(207) 775-7271

RAYMOND£.

JCNSCN

M. DONALD GARDNER

YORK COUNTY
OFFICE

MERTON G. HENRY

TELECOPIER (207) 775.7935

JOHN D. BRADFORD
JAMES E. KAPLAN

OF COUNSEL

11MAINSTRE.CT.SUITE -I
KENNEBUNK. MAINE G-10-O
(207) 985-U76

TCLECOPIER (207) 98~9J2
KENNCTII BAIRD
(191-&-1987)

December 14, 1999
Donna Larson, Town Planner
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Dear Donna:
Thank you for sending in the Terry Bragg, Inc. Public Trail Easement. I have reviewed it
and it is in appropriate form. Your question in regard to whether the Council needs to accept it is
a good one, and the answer is yes. Any gift to the Town of property, whether real or personal,
needs to be formally accepted by the Council. However, no public hearing is required, merely
that it be placed on the Council agenda and an order accepting it be voted.
If you have any further questions, please let me know.
Very truly yours,

KMC/ab
cc:
Carla Nixon

Paula W. Jansmann
PO Box 344
Cumberland Ctr., ME 04021-0344

May 25, 2000
Robert Benson
Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland Ctr., ME 04021
Dear Mr. Benson:
As you are now aware, my husband has been offered, and accepted, a position of
employment in Tucson Arizona. This is to officially inform you of my decision to resign
my position as Assessor for the Town of Cumberland effective July 31, 2000.
I have enjoyed my years of service to the Town of Cumberland, but I am looking forward
to the challenges ahead. Thank you for your support and assistance over the years.

~y,W,

¥~aW. Ja~

!l

/pwj
pc: Carla Nixon

$;)/M---

MEMO

DATE:

June 7, 2000

TO:

Robert Benson, Town Manager

FROM:

Klara M. Norton, Town Clerk

This is to notify you that everything is in place for the June 13th Primary
and Municipal Election.
I am not expecting a large turnout, perhaps around 2,100 voters. However,
because of the number (2) of ballots per voter, I am setting up most of the
voting booths. Hopefully, this will not interfere too much with the Council
meeting on June 12th.
The Election Warden for the Mainland polls is Lavinia Hughes, and the
Election Warden for Chebeague Island polls is Martha Hamilton.
As usual, the polls open at 7:00 a.m. and close at 8:00 p.m.
If you should have any questions, please let me know.
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TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP TO A TOWN BOARD OR COMMITTEE

I AM INTERESTED IN SERVING ON THE FOLLOWING BOARD(S) OR COMMITTEE(S):
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT & APPEALS
BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW
BOARD OF VOTER REGISTRATION
CABLE TV REGULATORY BOARD
COASTAL WATERS COMMISSION
COMMUNITY EDUCATION/
RECREATION ADVISORY BOARD
CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
CUMBERLAND HOUSING AUTHORITY
CUMBERLAND ISLANDS COMMITTEE.
FIRE AND RESCUE DEPARTMENT
GREENBELT COMMITTEE
LANDS COMMITTEE
CABLE TV ADVISORY COMMITTEE

e:t'°o.

NAME:

\I\ ox

X
--

LIBRARY ADVISORY BOARD
LONG RANGE PLANNING
COMMITTEE
PLANNING BOARD
PERSONNEL APPEALS
BOARD
RECYCLING COMMITTEE
SEWER APPEALS BOARD
SHELLFISH CONSERVATION
COMMISSION
TOWN FOREST BOARD
VAL HALLA BOARD OF
TRUSTEES

Hu vsre--r

ADDRESS:
/

TELEPHONE: Home:

'8:23~

,5"l, (el(

Work: ___________

_

WHY ARE YOU INTERESTED IN SERVING ON THE BOARD (S) OR COMMITTEE(S) YOU
HAVE SELECTED? DO YOU HAVE ANY SPECIAL TRAINING OR SKILLS IN THIS AREA?

ARE YOU AVAILABLE FOR EVENING MEETINGS? __ ~...L.Ji:@SL_
__________
DATE:

S .. 10

_,

av

SIGNATURE:

Note: Thank you for your interest in serving the Town of Cumberland. This application will be
kept on file for one year, we will contact you if a vacancy occurs on a Board/Committee you have
selected. You may be asked to attend a brief interview meeting with a subcommittee of the Town
Council prior to your appointment. Please return this form to the Town Manager's Office at 290
Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021- Attention: Administration.

_

TowN

OF

CuMBERLAND,

MAINE

290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland

Center, Maine 04021-9321

Telephone (207) 829-5559 • Fax (207) 829-2214

May 25, 2000
Tom Terison
36 Orchard Hill Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Dear Tom,
Thank you for your inquiry of May 15, 2000 regarding the purchase of development
rights to preserve Cumberland's working farms. I forwarded your letter to the Council for
their review and consideration. As funds are limited, the Council needs to explore in
more detail how any expenditures would best serve the community. Over the next few
months, the Council will be considering methods of preserving farms, including
alternative funding sources. It's probable that once a more comprehensive program is
put together that large landowners, in particular farmers, will be contacted to solicit their
thoughts and concerns.
Thank you again for your letter. Please don't hesitate to call if you have any questions
or comments.
Sincerely,

Donna Larson
Town Planner
cc:

Robert B. Benson, Town Manager
Town Council

'Iom'Tinson

·---------------------------~~

~ d-000

207-829-358_1
36 Orelia.ref
!J{'tf[!l(a
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PROPERTIES

May 22, 2000
Mr. Robert Benson
Town Manager
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, Maine 04021
Dear Bob:
I want to thank you and Donna for working with Bill and I on our proposed affordable
senior housing project for Cumberland. If there was any project I wanted to see happen,
it was this one. Unfortunately, we don't currently see a way of making this happen with
tax credits. The recent awards for the 2000 tax credits all went to "family" projects. It is
possible that without a senior project being funded this year that a senior project will be
more likely to win credits in 2001. Every fall the State makes adjustments in their
allocation plan. If a change like this does occur, we will again be interested in pursuing
the project, assuming the land is still available. Either way, we will be closely
monitoring the 2001 allocation plan.
We also pursued affordable assisted living. This is funded from 2 different sources, tax
credits combined with ''2000 Assisted Living Funds" for the service component. This
funding source is administered by the Maine Department of Human Services.
Unfortunately the Maine State Legislature did not fund the program this year, and the tax
credit project proposed to use them did not go forward as a result. It is unknown what
will happen to this program going forward.
Again, thank you for your encouragement and efforts. We remain very interested in
working with you in Cumberland. If you have any further ideas or suggestions, please
don't hesitate to call. We will let you know of any proposed changes in the 2001
allocation plan.

Christopher J. Davies
Principal

Cc: Tom Leighton

1000 ELM STREET, 15TH FLOOR• MANCHESTER, NH 03101 • TEL (603) 647-6300 / FAX (603) 645-1706

A program of the Maille Health <llUIHigher Educational Facilities Authority <lllll
the Maine M1111icipal
Bond Bank
3 University Drive, P.O. Box 2268 Augusta, Maine 04338-2268 1-877-852-3332 (207) 621-0744 FAX: (207) 623-5359

May 24, 2000
Mr. Robert Benson
Cumberland, Town of
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Dear Mr. Benson:
Several weeks I wrote to you regarding the progress of the Maine PowerOptions
negotiations. In that letter it was our goal to have a deal in place sometime during the
month of May. While at the time of this letter we haven't yet signed with a supplier, we
appear to be very close to an agreement with one supplier in particular. Why is this deal
taking so long? Well, for two reasons primarily.
The first reason is the contract.With any competitive energy supplier, the consumer or
participant-organization is required to sign a contract stating that they will buy electricity
from that supplier at a particular price, for a particular period of time, and subject to other
terms and conditions. In addition, when a consumer leaves the "Standard Offer" to go
with a competitive electricity supplier, that consumer may bear additional risks if the
contract between the provider and the participant either doesn't assign those risks to the
Supplier or worse yet, assigns them to the participant. Since beginning the negotiations
several weeks ago, Maine PowerOptions has spent a considerable amount of time and
effort negotiating the terms and conditions of the contract your organization would sign
with the supplier and addressing issues that could be problematic. These issues include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your organization using more or less power than in past years.
Supplier running out of power during peak usage
Supplier selling your contract to another company
Supplier backing out of the deal if power prices rise
Supplier returning your organization to the Standard offer if your payment is late by a
few days.
Automatic renewal clauses
Time-frame for MPO members to enroll
and many, many other issues ...

When the Maine Health and Higher Educational Facilities Authority and the Maine
Municipal Bond Bank created Maine PowerOptions, their goal was not only to create cost

saving programs, but to create programs with terms and conditions that are favorable to
our member's. This is considerablymore challenging than merely bringing you an offer
to buy electricity.
The second reason for the difficulty in putting an electricity deal together isprice. The
wholesale cost for electricity has risen sharply since February, much in the same way as
heating oil did last winter. Since no Supplier,at this time, is able to offer summer (peak)
pricing lower than the Standard Offer pricing, we have been focusing on obtaining
pricing beginning in the fall, which is consideredoff-peak. In addition, although more
competitive suppliers are being licensed by the PUC, most are not yet providing
competitive offerings to customers.
As always, we will continue to keep you informed as to our progress. When we are ready
to offer an electricity program to our members, we will send out a mailing with details as
well as hold informationalsessions throughoutthe state. It is our goal to explain the offer
to you clearly and provide you time to decide what is best for your organization.
I will be providing you an additional update within the next three weeks. In the
meantime, feel free to contact me with any additional questions at 877-852-3332.
Sincerely,

Stephen M. Gauthier
Program Officer

Maine School Administrative District #51
Cumberland/North Yarmouth
Cumberland Center, ME 04021
Board of Directors
Minutes

Thursday
May 18, 2000

7:00 PM

Greely High School Auditorium

Attendance:
Board of Directors: Jeanne Chadbourne, Maryellen Fitzpatrick, Reid Hayward, Karen Herold,
Tom Hyndman, Mary Schendel, Kim True, Bob Vail
Administrators: Brenda Breton, Wayne Fordham, Suzanne Godin, Robert Hasson, Scott Poulin,
Susie Robbins, Scott Smith, Judy True, Klaus-Peter Voss, Shannon Welsh
1.

Call to order Robert G. Hasson, Jr., Secretary called the budget meeting to order @ 7:05 PM

2.

Article I - Motion by Mary Schendel, Second by Kim True,
Nominated David Champoux as Moderator of this Meeting.

3.

Superintendent, Robert G. Hasson, Jr., administered the oath to Mr. Champoux.

4.

Moderator Champoux appointed and administered the oath for the ballot clerks.

5.

Moderator Champoux recognized Chairperson, Mary Schendel, who thoroughly explained the budget.

6.

Mary Schendel was available to further explain the budget through the moderator. - None.

7.

Mary Schendel invited questions from the public through the moderator.

8. The moderator sought a motion on Article II.
Article II - Motion by Karen Herold, Second by Maryellen Fitzpatrick,
I move that M.S.A.D. #51 appropriate $11,464,395 from the foundation allocation for school purposes
and raise $6,709,109 as the local share of the foundation allocation. - Discussion. (Voted:
Unanimous)

9. The moderator sought a motion on Article Ill.
Article Ill - Motion by Reid Hayward, Second by Karen Herold,
I move that M.S.A.D. #51 raise $942,185 for the debt service allocation and raise $345,738 as the
local share of debt service. (Voted: Unanimous)

5/18/00 Public Budget Meeting Notes

1

10. The moderator sought a motion on Article IV.
Article IV - Motion by Kim True, Second by Bob Vail,

I move that M. S. A. D. #51 raise $4,127,055 in additional local funds under the provision of 20-A
MRSA 15614. (Voted: 69 yes, 9 no by secret ballot)
11. The moderator sought a motion on Article V.
Article V - Motion by Bob Vail, Second by Reid Hayward,

I move that M.S.A.D. #51 authorize the Board of Directors to expend $17,010,934 for the fiscal year
beginning July 1, 2000 and ending June 30, 20001, from the State- local allocation, unexpended
balances, tuition receipts, local appropriations, state subsidy and other receipts for the support of
schools. (Voted: Unanimous)
12. The moderator sought a motion on Article VI.

Article VI - Motion by Thomas Hyndman, Second by Reid Hayward,

I move that M.S.A.D. #51 appropriate $63,850 for Adult Education and raise $10,165 as the local
share. (Voted: Unanimous)
13. Budget Meeting Adjourned

@

7:55 PM

*************************

5/18/00 Public Budget Meeting Notes
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MAINE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT #51
CUMBERLAND/ NORTH YARMOUTH
Cumberland Center, ME 04021
/

Board of Directors
Minutes
Monday
7:00 PM

May 15, 2000

Mabel I. Wilson School

1. Call To Order - by MSAD #51 Board of Directors Chairperson, Mary Schendel at 7:06 PM.
Attendance:
Board of Directors: Maryellen Fitzpatrick, Reid Hayward, Karen Herold, Tom Hyndman,
Mary Schendel, Kim True, Bob Vail

Administrators: Brenda Breton, Wayne Fordham, Suzanne Godin, Robert Hasson, Susie Robbins
Judy True, Klaus-Peter Voss, Shannon Welsh

2. Approval of the Minutes - of the Board of Directors meetings held on May 1, 2000,
Motion by Kim True

2 nd by Maryellen Fitzpatrick.

Voted: To approve the minutes of the Board of Directors meeting held on May 1, 2000. (Voted: 6-0-1,
T. Hyndman abstained)

3. Superintendent/Administrator - Reports
a)

Summer Homework

b)

Kathy Leighton, parent volunteer coordinating Project Graduation - presentation

4. Items for Action

a) Vote to approve one year mentor
Motion by Reid Hayward

2nd by Jeanne Chadbourne.

Voted: To approve Suzanne Randall as one year mentor for Susan Beaule (Voted: 8-0)

b) Vote to approve 2000-2001 school calendar
Motion by Jeanne Chadbourne

2 nd by Reid Hayward.

Voted: To approve 2000-2001 school calendar. (Voted: 7-1, M. Fitzpatrick opposed)

c) Vote to approve J policies
JEA

Compulsory Attendance Ages

JEA-AR

Compulsory Attendance Ages- Procedures

JECB

Admission of Non-Citizen Students

JFAA

Admission of Resident Students

JFAB

Admission of Non-Resident Students

JFC

Dropout Prevention- Student Withdrawal from School

JHB

Truancy

5/15/00 BOD Minutes

*JICA

Student Dress

*JICH

Drug and Alcohol Use by Students

JJF

Student Activities Funds Management

*JJAB

Student Groups - Limited Open Forum

JK

Student Discipline

JKA

Permissible Restraint

*JKB

Detention of Students

JKD

Suspension of Students

JKE

Expulsion of Students

JKE-R

Expulsion of Students - Guidelines

JLCCA

Students with HIV/Aids

JLCCA-AR

Students with HIV/Aids Procedures

JLCD

Administering Medication to Students

JLCD-AR

Administering Medication to Students - Procedures

JLCE

First Aid and Emergency Medical Care

JLCE-AR

First Aid and Emergency Medical Care- Procedures

JLD

Guidance and Counseling

JLF

Reporting Child Abuse and Neglect

JLF-AR

Reporting Child Abuse and Neglect - Procedures

JLIB

Student Dismissal Precautions

JUE

Student Automobile Use and Parking

JN

School and Community Service

JO

Employment of Students

JP

Student Donations And Gifts

JQ

Student Fees, Fines and Charges

JRA

Student Educational Records

JRA-E

Notification of Rights Under FERPA
See attached chart

Deleted Policies:
Motion by Reid Hayward

2 nd by Maryellen Fitzpatrick.

Voted: To approve J policies. (Voted: 8-0)

5. Committee Reports

a)

Finance - Public vote 5/18/00

b) Facilities - Update on Building Committee
6. Adjourn Meeting 10:01 PM
Upcoming Meetings/Events
5/17/00 - Policy Committee, 8:15 AM, Supt's Conference Room
5/17/00 - Early Release, 7-12@ 1:12 PM, K-6@ 12:15 PM - MIW
5/17/00 - Grade 3 Parent Information Night, NYMS
5/18/00 - Public Vote on Proposed 2000-01 Budget, GHS Auditorium, 7:00 PM
5/18/00 - High School All-State Music Festival
5/19/00 - High School All -State Music Festival
5/19/00 - GJHS Step-up dance for Grades 6,7, and 8: 7:00 PM
5/15/00 BOD Minutes

2
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th

5/19/00 - 4 Annual PTO Bogie Ball Fund Raiser
5/20/00 - High School All-State Music Festival
5/23/00 - Musical Performance, NYMS/DRS
5/24/00 - Early Release, 7-12@ 1:12 PM, K-6@ 12:15 PM - MIW
5/25/00 - Volunteer Recognition Coffee, 9 AM - 10:30 AM, GHS
5/25/00 - GJHS Spring Concert and Art Show
5/29/00 - Memorial Day, holiday
5/29/00 - PTO Memorial Mile, 8 am - Children's race, 8;45 am - adult race, GJHS
5/29/00 - PTO Memorial Day Parade & Children's Bike Parade, 10:00 AM, MIW
5/31/00 - Staff Recognition, Val Halla, 5:00 PM - 6:30 PM
5/31/00 - Policy Committee, 8:15 AM, Supt.'s Conference Room
6/1/0 - GHS Class Play, 12:15 PM
6/2/00 - GHS Candlelight - 8:00 PM
6/4/00 - GHS Graduation, 2:00 PM
6/6/00 - PTO Business Meeting, 7:00 PM
th

6/6/00 - GJHS Open House for 5 Grade parents and students, 7:00 PM
6/7/00 - Design Team, GHS Library, 3:15 PM
6/7/00 - Policy Committee, 8:15 AM, Supt's Conference Room
6/7/00 - Early Release, 7-12@ 1:12 PM, K-6@ 12:15 PM - MIW

6nt00 - GJHS, GHS and DRS Step-up Day
6/8/00 - GJHS Annual Awards Night, 7:00 PM
6/9/00 - GJHS Dance, 7:00 PM
6/12/00 - NYMS/MIW Step-up Day
6/14/00 - Last day of school, Early Release: Grades 7-12 @ 11 :15 AM, Grades K-6 @ 12:15 PM
6/21/00 - Policy Committee, 8:15 AM, Supt.'s Conference Room

Next Board Meeting:
Monday, June 5, 2000 @ M. I. Wilson, 7:00 PM

5/15/00 BOD Minutes
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MAINE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT #51

CUMBERLAND/NORTH

YARMOUTH

Cumberland Center, ME 04021
Board of Directors
Agenda

Monday
June 5, 2000

5:00 • 6:30 PM

Executive Session

~

Mabel I. Wilson School

Personnel

Monday

BOD Meeting

June 5, 2000

7:00 PM

Mabel I. Wilson School

MSAD #51 Mission
The mission of MSAD #51 is to guide ail students as they acquire enthusiasm for learning, assume
responsibility for their education, achieve academic excellence, and discover and attain their personal bests.
To accomplish this mission, the MSAD #51 community will collaborate to:
•
Use effective instructional practices and provide professional development to assure that ail
students meet or exceed the district's benchmarks and outcomes;
•
•

Ensure a safe and respectful environment where ail feel a sense of belonging; and
Promote parental participation as fundamental to each student's success.
Board Goals for 1999-2000

Support the district's work in curriculum, assessment, instruction and professional development by
increasing Board and Community understanding of the State of Maine Learning Results and by reviewing
the district's progress toward achieving our mission.
Implement the facilities planning steps adopted by the Board.
Promote sound resource management, improve the Board's involvement In the budget planning process,
and better communicate with the public about the district's financial needs.

Jeanne Chadbourne
Maryellen Fitzpatrick
Reid Hayward

MSAD #51 Board of Directors
829-5166
829-4657
efitzpa486@aol .com
829-5942

Karen Herold
Thomas Hyndman

829-6146
781-4644

kherold2@maine.rr.com
tom.hyndman@sappi-na.com

Mary Schendel
Kim True
Bob Vail

781-3787
829-3209

mschendel@mainelaw.com
ktrue1@maine.rr.com

6/5/00 BOD Agenda

829-5393

~

P

1. Call To Order - by MSAD #51 Board of Directors Chairperson, Mary Schendel.
2. Approval of Minutes
/

3.

SuperlntendenUAdministrator - Reports
a)

1999 Parent Survey - R. Hasson

b)

GJHS Principal - Interviewing schedule

4. Committee Reports
a)

Building Committees

b)

Report on advertising in schools - Audrey Lones

c)

Policy Committee: First Reading of J Policies
(Copies of these policies were included with Board packages for April 24 and May 15, 2000, but
were omitted from the lists included with the minutes for either a first or a second reading. We
are rectifying this by posting them now for formal ratification. If you need copies, call the Central
Office.)
JICB - Care of School Property by Students
JICC - Student Conduct on School Buses
JID - Students of Legal Age
JIH - Questioning and Searches of Students
JJA - Student Organizations
JKF - Suspension/Expulsion of Special Education Students
JLCB - Immunization of Students
JLCC - Communicable/Infectious Diseases
JLCEE - Policy Regarding Do Not Resuscitate Requests
JLF-E - Suspected Child Abuse and Neglect - Report Form

d)

Finance Committee

e)

Design Team

5. Items for Action
a)

Appointment of individuals to teaching positions for the 2000/2001 school year

b) Appointment of non-athletic, co-curricular stipend positions for the 2000/2001 school year
c)

Vote to appoint 2000-2001 fall and winter coaches

d)

Authorize Chairperson to negotiate Superintendent contract

e)

Executive Session - Negotiations

6. Communications
a) GJHS Colts Letter - Jack Hardy
7. Adjourn Meeting ___

PM

Upcoming Meetings/Events
6/1/0 - GHS Class Play, 12:15 PM
6/2/00 - GHS Candlelight - 8:00 PM
6/4/00 - GHS Graduation , 2:00 PM
6/6/00 - PTO Business Meeting, 7:00 PM
6/5/00 BOD Agenda
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6/6/00 - GJHS Open House for 6 th Grade parents and students, 7:00 PM
6/7/00 - Design Team, GHS Library, 3:15 PM
6/7/00 - Informational Planning Meeting for Building Committees, 7:00 PM, Drowne Road School
6/7/00 - Policy Committee, 8:15 AM, Supt's Conference Room
6/7/00 - Early Release, 7-12@ 1 :12 PM, K-6@ 12:15 PM - MIW
6/7/00 - GJHS, GHS and DRS Step-up Day
6/8/00 - GJHS Annual Awards Night, 7:00 PM
6/9/00 - GJHS Dance, 7:00 PM
6/12/00 - Building Steering Committee, 7:00 PM, GHS Library
6/12/00 - NYMS/MIW Step-up Day
6/14/00 - Last day of school, Early Release: Grades 7-12@ 11 :15 AM, Grades K-6@ 12:15 PM
6/21/00 - Policy Committee, 8:15 AM, Supt's Conference Room
6/28/00 - Building Steering Committee, 7:00 PM, GHS Library

Next Board Meeting:
Monday, June 19, 2000 @ M. I. Wilson, 7:00 PM

6/5/00 BOD Agenda
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CuMBERLAND,
290 Tuttle Road

Cumberland

Center, Maine 04021-9321

Telephone (207) 829-5559

~ Fax (207) 829-2214

May 25, 2000

Nat Tupper
Town Manager
79 Main Street
Yarmouth, ME 04096
Re: The Wharf Agreement
Dear Nat:
As you know, Yarmouth, MDOT, and Cumberland worked very hard and successfully over the
winter to arrive at a new Wharf Agreement for the next ten years reflecting a shared understanding of the
levels of use for the Wharf by the CTC. After achieving the Agreement, Yarmouth asked to be involved in
the Lease on the Blanchard lot and requested three changes to the Lease, two of which have been agreed to.
The issue relating to municipal zoning is the only issue preventing complete agreement on all issues
relating to the Chebeague transportation system
Cumberland, and I am certain MOOT, continue to hope that an agreement can be reached with
respect to this issue. Cumberland does think, however, that it has to be recognized that the zoning issue is
really unrelated to the use of the Wharf. In light of all the work put into the Wharf agreement and the fact
that there was agreement upon what would be appropriate use of the Wharf for the next ten years,
Cumberland thinks it makes sense for both towns to operate as if the Wharf agreement had been formally
adopted by the Councils while at the same continuing to discuss the remaining issue related to the Lease on
the Blanchard lot.
Our thought is that instead of going backwards and undoing all of the considerable work
completed, the towns and MDOT try to figure out a way to resolve this unresolved issue. In the meantime,
it strikes us as making sense and our plan is to have the ferry operations proceed on the bas,s of the new
Wharf Agreement that was negotiated last winter and to work together on the design of the turn around and
its implementation.
Very truly yours,

cc: Cumberland Town Council
Commissioner John Melrose
Richard Spencer, Esq.

May, 2000

Building Permits
Date

Permit

Map/Lot

Owner

Location

Imprvmi1t

Est Cost

Fee

05/01/2000

082-00

U12 / 14

Sweetser, Richard 19 Blanchard Rd Foundation

$10,000.00

$93.30

· 05/02/2000

083-00

R01 / 52J

Theriault, Richard

4 Tall Pines Way House

$135,000.00

$262.35

05/02/2000

084-00

R07 /_92

McAleney, Michae 280 Blanchard R House

$250,000.00

$557.55

05/02/2000

085-00

R07 /92

M~Aleney, Michae 280. Blanchard R Temp. Structur

$1,000.00'

$10.00

05/03/2000

086-00

U10A / 20

Ferguson, Janet

BOakSt.·

$20,000.00

$51.20

05/03/2000

087-00

ROSA/ 15J

Hildreth & White

~

$115,000,00

$291.60

05/04/2000

088-00SZ

107/ 63

Eaton, Gilbert

Bar Point Road

$135,000.00

$271.80

05/08/2000

090-00

U13A / 188 Johnson, Alan

18 Cottage Farm Renovation

$10,000.00

$30.00

05/08/2000

091-00SZ

102/79

40 John Small R Stairway

$300.00

$0.00

05/08/2000

092-00

ROB/ SSA

Rawstro~. Vivian

15 Orchard Rd.

$300.00'

$10.,00

05/08/2000

09~-00

108/ 6

Grondin, Philip

Sturdivant Island Shed

$5,000.00

$33.60

05/09/2000

094-00

R06C/ 13

Johnston, Steven·· 42 Glenview Rd. Pool

· · s2;000.oo

$45.20

05/09/2000

095-00

· R06C / 14

, $2,000.00

$45.20

05/10/2000

096·00. ·

R038/9

Curtis & Lisa Ober 88 Rock Ridge R Pool

$24,000.00 ·

$80.00

05/10/2000

097-00 ..

. U06 / 4

Butterfield, Debra

164 Foreside Rd Renovation

$70,000.00

$54.00

Shibles, Dwight

24 Woodside Dri Deck

$1,000.00

$10.00

164 Foreside Rd Demolition

$3,000.00

$10.00

$18;000.00

$50.40

$500.00

$10.00

· Armstrong, Willia

Leighton, Dana

Pool

Homestead La House
House

Shed

46 Glenview Roa Pool

OS/10/200Q 098-00 ~

U14/ 104

05/12/2000

089-00'

U06/4

05/15/2000

099-00

ROB/ 49

Martha Young

133 ·orchard Rd. Garage

05/15/2000

100-00

R01 / 29

Butterworth, Dale

5 Butterworth Fa Access. Struct.

05/17/2000

101-00 .

R04B / 49

Buchanan, Paul

49. Crossing Bro

Deck

$1,500.00

$20.00

$11,000.00

$30.00

. Butterfield, Debra

05/18/2000

· 102-00

U03/ 32

Hobson, Stephen

1B Longi'i,eadow

Deck

05/19/2000

103-00

U06/78A

Gordon, Fred

7 Pine Lane

Demolition ·

$1,500.00,

$10.00

. 05/19/2000

104:00

ROS/ 18A

Paul & Deborah A

24 Oiivia Lane

Shed

$2,000.~0

$12.80

05/19/2000

105-00.

ROSA/ 11

McKenna, Donald

5 Frye Drive

Garage

$5,750.00

$43.20

05/22/2000

106-00

Goldfield, David

21 Birch Lane

Demolition ~

· $1,500.00;

$10.00

05/22/2000

107-00

Blair, Leo

307 Foreside Ro Renovation

·.,$70,000.00

$150.00

05/22/2000 . 108-00,.

. U06/30
R02 / 18
R06B / 4

·

· Rowan, Alfred

20 NeweU Ridge

Pool

21 Pine Lane

Addition

Schaefer, Arthur

35 Greely_Rd.

Renovation

R048 /30

Bergeron, Lori

58 Crossing Brei Shed

112-00

U10/7D

Farris, Dale

229 Main.St.

05/25/2000 · 113-00

R07 /92

McAleney, Michae 280 Blanchard R House

05/22/2000

109-00

U06/ 46

05/23/2000

110-00

R02/34D

05/25/2000

111-00 ·

05/25./2000

Michaud, Joseph

Deck·

$4,000.00

$34,63

$60,000.00

$82.65

.$50,000.00

$70.00

$1,090.00

$20.00

$1,500.00

$20.00

$0.00

$213.20

$1,011,940.00

$2,632.68

,_:,_,._,_:_

·I

Master Summary Report
Monthly Building Permits
Access. Struct.

May, 2000

1·

$500.00

Addition

$10.00

$60,000.00

$82.65

Deck

4

$15,POO.OO

Demolition

3

. $6,000.00

· . $30.00

$10,000.00

$93.30

Fou11dation
Garage

2

House·

5

Pool
Re11ovatio11
Shed

$23,750.00 .

· $93.60

$635,000.00

$1;596.50

5

$52,000.00

$256.23

4

$200,000.00

$304.00

·4

$8,390.00

.$76.40

$300.00

$0.00

$1,000.00,

, $10.00

32

$1,011,940.00

$2,632.68

2

· $18,500.00

$10.00

12

$591,119.00

$1,354,96

Stai,way.
Temp. Structure
Totals

. $80.00

YTD Building Permits
Access. Struct.
Additio11
Aire rations

7

$46_,5oo.oo ..

Deck

8

s2s;500.oo

Demolitio11

5

$6,000.00

$50.00

$12,000.00

$342.20

Fou11dation
. Garage

3

·House

30

. _$227.20
,$150.00

$35,750.00

$144.00

· $6,105,800.09 ..

House I Seasonal

$14,472.67

$112,000.00

$296,.40

Pier

.2

$109,900.00

$0.00

Pool

10

$124,435.00

$570.83

13

$861,945.00

$1,173.95

8

$24,790.00

$162.40

Pool & Pool House:

$30,000.00 ,'

Re11ovatio11
Shed
Staiiway
Temp. Structure

Electrical Permits for May, 2000

C:ount
16

..

Fee
$258.00

$130.40

$300.00.

$0.00

5

$1,000.00

$110.80

112

$8,105,539.00

$19,195.81

· Y[D Electrical Permits

Count

-,.. Fee

67

s1,013._oo ·

Plumbing Permits for May, 2000

Count
19

Fee
$1,635.00

Count
69

Fee
$6,905.00

Barbara 11.'.!cPheters
Building lnspecto

X:-.;...;.;;::;.•·=·
...·;::.•:..···-:·:.~···.,·❖,•'•:-:·;,
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In Land
WeTrust
Local land trusts have spread across Maine faster than almost anyplace else in the nation.

I

N the world of land conservation,the
big events with the big organizations
may get the front-pagetreatmentand
lead the six o'clock news, but in Maine
local is where the action is. Fifteenyears
ago Maine had barelya doz.enland trusts,
most of them community-based and
countinga fewthousandmembersamong
them. These days the state can claim
eighty-one trusts with a total of some
56,000 members, up from 51,000 only
three years ago.
ThesedaysMaineis one of the top teri
states nationally in the number of land
trusts,and it is far and away theleader on
a per capita basis. The six states of the
Northwest,by contrast,have a combined
totalof onlysixtylandtrustsamongthem.
Althoughthe growthin the numberof
new land trustsin Maine has sloweddramaticallyin recentyears,the movement's
list of accomplishmentsonly accelerates.
For example,in January the Kennebunk
Land Trust acceptedan easementon one
of the last workingfarms in the southern
Maineresortcommunity,assuringowners
BruceandCarolynBergerthattheireightyfive acres wouldremain foreverundeveloped. In Februarythe Lower Kennebec
Regional Land Trust bought ninety-sixacre ThorneHeadon the KennebecRiver
in Bath,havingraised$420,000in lessthan
twelve months. In early April the
Brunswick-basedMaine Coast Heritage
Trust poniedup almost $3 millionto proAlthough the story hasn't grabbed
much ink in Maine papers, the state
now boasts eighty-one land trusts, up
from a mere dozen fifteen years ago.
The state now ranks as a national
leader in local efforts to protect
special places. Among the most
recent properties preserved is ninetysix-acre Thorne Head (right) on the
Kennebec River, purchased by a
Bath-based land trust in February.

tect914pristineacreson FrenchboroLong
Island,off MountDesert.
As of 1998,Maine's landtrustsowned
42,800 acresof land and held easements
on another 54,250 acres. And that
doesn't count the largest conservation
easementin Maine'shistory,20,268acres
on Nicatousand West lakes in northern
Hancock County owned .by Robbins
Lumber and Champion International,
announcedin late April. The easement,
financed with state and federal money,
will be administeredjointlyby the Maine
Department of Conservation and the
ForestSocietyof Maine,a statewidetrust
that specializ.esin protectingforesttracts
while continuingtheir traditionaluses.
· In truth,the total acreagein.trustsis a
movingtargetbecauseMaine's landtrusts
are amongthe most activein the country
- andamong the most activist,according to somewho are invo}ved."In Maine,
land trusts ~nd to be grassrootsorganii.ationswith an activist bent," observes
Steve Miller, executive director of the
IslesboroIslandsTrust 'That's a littlebit
differentfrom land trusts in other states,
such as Massachusetts."
Traditionallyland trusts lean toward

a moreconservativeattitudeaboutpreservation, if only because they are overwhelminglylocal and depend on support
froma broadspectrumof residents."You
don't see a lot of overt advocacyand public outreach,"Miller notes. ''Maine land
trustsaredifferent,but then Maineis a different state and Mainers are different
We're independentfolks."
'Trusts have such a breadth of membership- Democratsand Republicans,
businesspeopleand environmentaliststhat they can't be very ideological,"
explains Chris Hamilton, communications director for the Maine Coast
Heritage Trust in Brunswick. ''But that
broad membership gives them great
politicalpowerif they choose to use it"
That became apparent in last Nov~
ember's campaign to pass a $50 million
bondto undetwritethe Land For Maine's
Futureprogram(DoWN EAsr, May). For
the first time, all of Maine's land trusts
threw their collectiveclout behind a single issue, and, in combination with a
broadspectrumof other support,the bond
passed by an overwhelmingtwo-to-one
margin.
'Tm. surewe'll see land trustsplaying

______________

.,...

a similar role in the future," predicts Tom
Bradbury, the longtime leader of the
KennebunkportConservationTrust, founded in 1973and itselfoneof the oldest trusts
in the state. "Really,though, we try not to
be too political.That can be difficult sometimes at the local level,because whenever
a new developmentis proposed, the local
land trust is the first place people call."
Bradbury allows that "sometimes it's
hardto stayon thesidelines,"but he explains
thateffectivelandtrustshave to pick theirtargets. "We weren't formedto stop development,'' he asserts. "We were formed to preserveplacesof specialmeaning and value."

M

ODERN land conservation in

Maine dates back to 1956 and the
forinationof the Maine chapterof
the Nature Conservancy under Rachel
Carson. The trust movement itself got off
the ground in 1970,when the Maine Coast
The island dream, a celebration of arrival.
HeritageTrust(MCHI) was foun~edtopreLife's boundaries and edges intact,
serve Maine's endangered islands and
you become as a child,
coastalproperties.Ironically,it was expectmore able to see clearly,
ed to have a brief life span. 'The trust was
more able to feel purely,
created as a short-term organization,"
Hamiltonexplains."It wouldaccomplishits
human affairs set to a rhythm of a still center.
goals within five years and disband."
A powerful sea surrounding,
Instead, within a few years the organithe eternal reminder of your vulnerability,
zationwas mountinga concerted campaign
and yet it is your safety,
to encouragethecreationoflocal landtrusts
your security, your enveloping protection..
as itbecameapparenttheconservationeffort
had to expand well beyond the original
And on the day you must leave·.. ; .
intent At one point Maine Coast Heritage
the cerehiony of departure, ...,; ') ·
•
, ,a•"'
•
.,._'tt_:
Trust had a formal program to help build
COIIllp.U!1Jty;
ffilP!,ly;
~P~?~~?i9L~~i~~·
''.
localtrusts.
This foo·is the island i:fream.· :.;· • ·.
Still, the movementdidn't immediately
~.;• ·:·~
·: .?:~y
:·_i··-/:·;~··
\ ;f~·~:·-!3/.~t:;1;~t\f~t
/. ,·
catch fire. Usuallya localtrust would fonn
Theislands- Monhegan,'Mi."~rt~fisfe:
MJ;'i'ni~u·s•,;416
au ,
in response to a distinctevent, such as the
Haut and a smallislandin Cas~ Bay-'.;arci'all
hereJ.;-'.(iutl,iafnej§jljlla
':
time in the early 1970s when the River
. Br:icelet™.'
,EachM~n,e',Islan_~
B,railet™Js,~1~f~~~~]~<1,';i -~,
Green lot in Kennebunkport,seen by most
·· LuckyStone... thebne withthe stripe.',t4K;
)'.ellow,gold.::,-1.
•·I.(.••, · •
. ·
•
·
'.,~,_··'.fiL:.!;.. ·•.,..
~.; ·~t:·e·Y-·,1-·-~--~' -'i .-.i~ ·
residentsas the town common, came up for
~
' · · · •·, ., . ..,,.. ·•·l'~ ,,,...,:,,.,"""6·-;.f;fli'.,
i"k ~,f•·,,7.
f>''
ll\ ··Larg·'e"s'tones(s
. ,~,. tual;iief{,:,\;i:~;)}~i~.
685~00-'k,t,./'
,'{;/.' .
sale. A few years earlier an ad hoc local
'\
•
. ., ~...
•
f'l}:-~:,:,-';
- .1 .
'~
V ·-'Medi'.,
...,,..,
Stst
·!(:·
O
group had formed to raise $90,000 to buy
• •• · ,,..
'>,
..
Vaughn's Island and give it to the Nature
Conservancy. The vulnerability of River
Green to developmentmade many realize
a more permanentorganization was needed.
"We could see there would be future
needs," explains Bradbury, of the Kenne-•·
bunkportConservationTrust The firstpro-r----i
ject, two lots on Dock Square, took three
:-:;;)
ryears to raise $32,500 for the land, a price
manyresidentsthenconsideredoutrageous.
But it was the first step for an organization
that now owns fifty pieces of property and
holds six easements.
'The single most difficult part for any
Jewelers to New England Since 1908
land trust is self-confidence," Bradbury
570 Congress Street• Portland, Maine 04101
muses. "It has to gain the courage to take

Maine Island Bracelet™

J' - ~ •••·
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l
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Cross Jewelers
1-800-433-2988
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that first big step. 'Iliere's a tendencyto
devotea lot of timeto planningand too littleto acquisition.Butthetruthis,.ifyoulead,
peoplewill follow.Onethingleadsto another." 1be trust now counts 1,3QOfamilies
among its membership, a number that
Bradburyestimatesincludesat least20 percent of the town's population.
'1 see land trusts.asthe most democratic of all protectionefforts,"he says. 'They
benefiteveryonein.thecommunity.They're
not some big governmentagency coming
in and rakingover.It's local peopletaking
care of thingsthemselves."

L
Storm & Screen
Combination
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TO CHOOSE

We take pride in the pursuitof a common
goal:to designand build qualityhomesand
barns. At Connolly & Co. inspired design
and finejoinery are paramountin the completionof homesbuilt to last.

FROM

WOODENSCREENDOORCO'."
207-832-0519
3542U.S.RL1,Waldoboro,ME04572
www.woodenscreendoor.com

Callor writefor mere info.

ANDtruststookoff in Mainewiththe
developmentboomof the mid-1980s.
In only a handfulof years some fortytwo new trusts were created ascommunities acrossthe staterealizedthat they needed organizationsdevotedto preservingtheir
specialplaces."Growthof the landtrustsfollowed the growthof the state," pointsout
Jay Espy, executivedirector of the Maine
Coast HeritageTrust.'They came rightup

"There's an incredible
grassroots network of
people out there who
are ready to Jump in
at the state level"

10DAtlanticHighway Edgecomb,ME 04556
#207.882.4224 Fax 207.882.4247
connolly@'lincoln.midcoasl.com
www.connollytimbedrames.com

the coast and then moved inland as developmentpressuresspread."
'1 think trustswill continue to develop
until the entirestate is covered one way or
another," says Nancy Perlson, executive
director of the Rangeley Lakes Heritage
Trust "New truststendto fonn aroundone
particularissueand then evolve fromthere,
and I don't thinkthat process is over yet."
t>erlsonagrees
that last November's
bondissueprovideda unifyingforceforthe
state's land trusts,but she hesitatesto read
a larger significanceinto it. ·"Most land
.•
trustsare overwhelmedwith 'theamountof
: ..
....._., work facing them at the local level," she
.f//~'
. notes. "We have larger organizations,. ·' '
Maine Coast Heritage Trust, the Nature
;•;··.
Conservancy,
the Natural· Resources
-¥~~:.;· Council - to focus
on larger issues and
keep us informed."
At the sametime,she acknowledgesthat
July 6 - 28, 2000 ·:
·\. :-~ <·
a frameworkand a precedent now existto
Artist's Reception: Thursday, July 6, 5-7 p.in~·
galvanizelocallandtrusts into actionagain
if the need arises. 'There's an incredible
'CONTEMPORARYMAINEART
·
grassrootsnetworkof people outtherewho,
CUSTOMFRAMING
• CORPORATE
ARTCONSULTING
1-16MIDDLESTREET,PORTlAND,ME 01101
in spiteof beingincrediblybusy at thelocal
207-772-269) • 888-772-269)
VasitOW' updated website.
level,are readytojump in at the statelevel
Now IncludingSculp<urcl
to work for a commoncause," she says.
GALLERIES
www.gttenhutgalleries.com
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• Private
apartments

• 24hour staff
A Bencht1Ulrk
Assisted
LivingCommunity
Callus at (207) 846-0044 toarrange
a personalappointment
andtour.
~ .t. 27Fore.5t
FallsDrive• Yannouth,
ME04Q()6
~Q..
www.benchmarkquality.com
.

-

• Threerestaurant-style
mealsserved
daily
• Housekeeping
• Social,cultural,and
wellness
programsE)
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The land trust movementitselfis growing beyond its kitchen-table beginnings,
Perlson adds. A quarter of Maine's trusts
now have regular paid staff members.
'They're securing their financialand organiz.ationalfutw-es,'·'she explains,"and that
increasestheir capacityenonnously."
Perlson and others foresee some consolidationamong smallerland trusts along
regional lines, even as new trusts form in
inland and northern Maine. 'The boom
days are behind us in tenns of new trusts,'.'
says Hamilton. "We're seeing maybe one
or two a year now." Maine Coast Heritage
Trust (MCHT) still servesas a resource for
local trusts, operating a revolving loan
fund for acquisitions and offering legal
assistance. It is gradually shifting its
responsibilities as the trusts' umbrella
organizationover to the Maine Land Trust
Network, which it helped create and still
supports as part of MCHT for now.
That doesn't mean that the tru~tsthemselves are slowing down. 'These most
recent years have been our busiest," says
Bradbury,"and this year looks to be more
of the same."
Even as pressures to protect land are
increasing,so are the resourcesavailableto
accomplishit The $50-millionbond issue
passedlastNovemberto refinancethe Land
for Maine's Future Board's conservation
worlcalso changedthe program's eligibility
rulesto allow the boardto considerprojects
of local interest In the past, only land of
regionalor statewideimportance.waseligible. Also, _congressiotjat
· approval of the
Conservationand ReinvestmentAct could
provide Maine with $35 ·million annually
until the year 2015 for land conservation.
Landtrusts all over the state will be able to
accessbothfundingsourcesforlocalprojects.
Bradburyand other land trust advocates
emphasiz.ethat they aren't anti-development; they're just pro-preservation.''Each
town has places of special meaning," he
explains.''If you can protect them and take
· them out of the equation, by doing that
you're maintainingan essentialcore that preserves the character of your community
even as developmenttakesplace.If we don't
act now and set those places aside, the rest
is academic."
-Jeff Clark
For more infonnation about land trusts in
· Maine, contact the Maine Coast Heritage
Trust at 169 Park Row, Brunswick 04011,
telephone207-729-7366,
or on the web at
http://www.mcht.org.Or visit the Maine
Land Trust Network's website, which
includesa list of all the land trusts in Maine,
at http://www.mltn.org.
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Robert Benson
ro11m r,~anager
Cumberland, ~E 04021
Dear Mr, Benson,
I examined the Chebeague Outdoor Pool on ~ay 26, 2000,
It was just reopening
for the season,
The Kiddie Pool was
not open at this time.
·rhey plan to open it when the
weather is warmer,
Compliance with the ordinance
of the ·l'ovm as amended Aug.26,19
2,11 fhe First Aid Kit is properly
stocked,
6,1
I will inspect
the pool records
and water status
also monthly while it is operational.
8.1 A water test for the source water has been sent
to the Public Heal th Lab, in Augusta but the results
have not yet been received.
(At this time of year,
the State reporting
is very slow,)
A test
for coliform
bacteria
submitted
on 5-J0-00
to ~right Pierce showed no coliform
present.
12,1
Depth markings are on the vertical
wall of the pool
and on the deck,
Bob Friedlander
lowered the pool
water to make the vertical
markings more visible.
14,2
2ecause of the heavy usage of the pool in 1999, I
requested
the si[:,111-in log have an hourly notation
to get a better
feel of maximum load of the pool,
17,J
rhey ridgly:enforce
the no food or drink rule.
Only plastic
water bottles
may be on the deck,
22,J
2xterior
and interior
showers are available
with
tempered water.
fhe water registers
a pH of 7,7.
They have a test kit
2J.J
The total alkalinity
of the water was 100 ppm.
2J,4
·.rhe water clarity
permi·ts the drain at the deep end
23.5
to be seen,
for the lifeguard,
26,1 An emergency phone is available
It is functional
on this date.
on four sides
26.7
Life saving equipment is available
of the pool,
26.8
The Kiddie Pool has a gated fence which does not
obscure the vision
of the lifeguard,
27,1
Excellent
operating
records
are kept,
28,J
Current pool certification
for Bob Friedland
and
Carrie Douglas were presented,
Other personnel
will present
their certification
when they arrive.
The pool director
is Robert Friedlander,
'l'wo flumes have been added.
·rhe lifeguards
will verify
which children
have swimming proficiencies
to use them.

f~Jwu4--·
Health OffQcer
Town of Cumberland
363

TUTTLE

ROAD

CUMBERLAND,

MAINE

04021

207-829-5238

TowN

OF

CuMBERLAND,

MAINE

290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland

Center, Maine 04021-9321

Telephone (207) 829-5559

• Fax (207) 829-2214

June 8, 2000

Nathaniel Tupper
Town Manager
Town ofYarmot1th
200 Main Street
P. 0. Box 907
Yarmouth, ME 04096-0907

Dear Nat:
You may recall that last fall I contacted you about a new project I was starting to work on to
explore the feasibility of televising Cumberland's local government meetings. After months of committee
meetings, site visits, and presentations, we are ready to move forward. We have selected the equipment
package we think will best suit our needs, and have determined that the best way to finance the start-up
costs is to renegotiate our existing franchise agreement with Time Warner. We have had several
preliminary meetings with Time Warner and are ready to begin serious final negotiations. At this point it
seems prudent to formalize what you and I informally discussed last fall, specifically, that Yarmouth is
agreeable to separating our joint franchise agreement.
Would you please provide me with a written response to this effect at your earliest convenience?
Please contact me if you have any questions. I appreciate your help in this matter.

Sincerely,

~-t:A--

ll,,vx

Carla Nixon
Assistant Town Manager

Cc:

Robert Benson, Town Manager
Cumberland Town Council

tf\A--,

Chebeague Island Long Term Plan
.June 10, 2000
Prepared By:
Jim Phipps*

Nancy Adams

Phil Jordan*

Sam Ballard*
Co-chairman

Emie Burgess *

Jami KomLosy
Jim Millinger
Billy 1\!Iunroc
tv1ichael Porter*
Alnah Robinson*
Sylvia Ross*
Susie Stavropoulos
Ann Thaxter*
Al Traina*
Carol White*
*1vlembcrs of the Plannjng Committee.
Organization may be found on page 54.

Donna Damon*
Mabel Doughty*
Louise Dou ;:,0 htv*
.
Jean Dyer*
Mark Eyerman*
Jane Frizzell
Martha Hamilton*
Pommy Hatfield*

David Hill
Beth Howe*

In the swn,ner of 1999.. The Cwnberland Town Council
authorized and eslablished a budget for the preparation of
a long term comprehensive plan for Chebeague l stand
(Cl) for presentation to the Island and the Council in the
spring of 2000. Jim Phipps and Smn Barlard were
appointed co-chairs of the conunittee. Additional island
residents volunteered to prepare the plan. Mark Eyerman
of Planning Decisions, Inc. participated in this effort.
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Plight of an Island
If I should lose my habitats
For vvildlifeon the Shore
Of creatures of my ,voodlands
For one to sec no more;
If I should lose my lanes and trails
Vlherc people stroll and love
To hark and hear a chickadee,
A blue jay or a dove;
Ifl should lose my rills and streams,
My marshes and my ponds,
tvly pussy willows or my ferns
Extending out green fronds:
If I should lose uniqueness
For peace and solitude,
For quaintness and for measure
Of land and what is good:
If I should lose variety

Ami<l'>tmy island throng-Become Nantucket or Cape Cod-Forget where I belong,
IfI should lose my way of life,
My scenic views -- and such,
I '>Vouldn't hesitate to blame
"tvfypeople -- very much.
Sylvia Hanrilton.Ross
August 1999
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Implementing Organizations
and/or Individuals
(& Legend)

Other

C:MIT: Cumberland Mainland &
Islands Trnst
CCSWCD: Cumber.land County Soil
& \Vater Consen·ation
District
RWS: Regional Waste Systems
II: Island Institute
CAP: Coastal Access Project
LD: Legislative delegation
I,F&W: Dept. Inland Fish & Wildlife
A: Audubon Society
DEP: Maine Dept of Environmental
Protection
DlVIR: State Department of Marine
Resources

Town
TC: Town Council
IC: Island Committee*

T Clerk Town clerk (also public
Assistance)

TlVI:Town Manager
TP: To\.vn planner
R: Research consultant
CEO: Code Enforcement
Officer
DPW: Department of
Public \Vorks
Police: Town Police Department
Pl: Plumbing inspector
HM: Harbor master
DI-Is: Department !-:leads
FD: Finance Director

Island

CTC: Chebeague Transpo11ation Co.
CIC: Chebeague Island Council
AE: Adult Ech.1cationProgram
CHIS: Chebeague Island ~Historical Society
CPA: Chebeague Parents Association
CRC: Recreation Center
CCR: Chebeague Care Resource
CCAH: Chebeague Comm. on Affordable
Housin°b

*It is proposed that the the current pl.atrning commiJlee
will remain in heing, referred to as the "Island Commillee''
under the direction of the Town Council. It will serve as a
comhined liaison and coordinating group working wiJh
island organiz.ations, the Town Council, and with t/ze

guidance of the Town Manager, the state legislature,
where needed, lo achieve our goalf as laid 0111in this pf1m.

Sununary Pa_ge4
"I,:, /(l(l

1. Introduction - The Vision for Chebeague
Over the last year, the period your Long Range Planning Conunittee has been at work, a vision for the Chebeague has become clear. It is an island that:
1. tvlaintains a year round working community that i.ncludes those who make their living on and around the island and people who commute to the
mainland,
2. Works to maintain and supports a viable fishing/lobstering industry,
3. Has a diversity of year round residents including both younger, working households and retired people and works to maintain this mix,
4. Provides an environment and services that are attractive for families with children,
5. Has a balance of year-round, seasonal, and snnuner residents and works to assure that a diversity of residents continues to reside on Chebeague,
6. Allows long-tenn island fmnilies to be able to continue to live on the island either year-round or seasonally,
7. Acconm1odates households with a range a incomes that contribute to the character of the community,
8. Provides a range of year round services that allow it to be viable year-round community,
9. Relies on the Grounchvater as its water supply and will continue to do so in the future,
10. Encourages and suppor1s small commercial activities on the island especially those that enable people to be year-round residents but discourages the
type of ente1vrises that cater to or encourage day trippers,
11. 1v1aintainsa balance bet\:veen developed and natural areas, protects impo11ant natural and scenic resources.

12. Provides a pleasant, quiet, mral character for both residents and visitors.

I. Threats to Achieving the Vision
1. A disrnption of the transp01tation system to the island or a change in the system that substantially reduces convenience especially for year-round
residents or increases the costs significantly,

,,,.,,,-,,,...,,..1
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2. A change to the transportation system lo the island that makes it significantly easier for clay trippers to visit Chebeague,
3. Contamination or a significant decrease in the quality of the Grou.n<l,:1.,-ater
upon which the island population relies,
4. A loss or significant reduction in water access for fishennen,

5. Deterioration, loss, or substantial increase in the cost of key services on a year-round basis including auto service, boat service and repair, the store,
fuel oil/propane supply, etc.,
6. Loss of the elementary school through a decline in enrollments or a significant change in the attractiveness of the island for younger families with
children as a result of a decline in the quality of the education on the island or changes in the mainland school system that adversely impact the
involvement of island children in both educational and extra cunicular activities,
7. Increasing housing cost/lack of affordable housing that makes it difficult for younger year-round families to live on/move to the island,
8. Increasing property tax burdens that make it difficult for moderate income home owners to retain their prope11i.esor that encourage owners oflarger
parcels to se11or develop vacant property,
9. A significant change in the mix of sununer, seasonal, and year-round population that changes the character of the island,
10. A significant change in the ratio of developed to undeveloped land that changes the character of the island.
11. A significant change in the type or amount of public improvements that change the mral character of the island .
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II A: Groundwater
Groundwater is the water that occupies and sat11ratesthe pore spaces between grains in soil and fills the nan-ow passageway in fractures that cut thrnugh
the underlying bech-ock. There are no underground rivers tbat supply water from distant sources such as Cousin's Island, Bradbury "tvlountainor other
mainland locations The movement of precipitation from the land surface into the surficial and bedrock aquifers is called recharge. The amount of
recharge that occurs in a ce11ainlocation is dependent on the character of the overlying soil. The overlying soil type, such as clay or gravel, will influence
the amount of water available for pumping and the ability of the soils to reabsorb and cleanse domestic waste water.
Chebeague's groundwater resources differ from mainland Cumberland in one very :imp011antway: Chebeague is a sole source aquifer: This means that
all groundwater on the island origin.1.tesas precipitation that falls on the island as either rain, sno\-vor fog. On Chebeague, all water users are dependent
on individual wells for water supply. Residents of the Island recognize that there are no reasonable alternative water supplies. On the survey they ranked
preserving the Groundwater first among 31 issues that they were asked about. The goal of this section is to:

PRESERVE AND PROTECT CHEBEAGUE'S GROUNDWATER
Cur rent Conditions
In 1991 through 1992, at tl1erequest of the Town of Cumberland, a Groundwater study was completed on the island. The results of the study arc
presented in the report CI Groundwater Studv, prepared by Sevee & .Maher Engineers. The main findings of this study ,vere:
The bedrock is the primary aquifer on the island. In 1992, approximately 86% of the island households relied on bedrock wells and the remainder relied
on dug wells or shallow well points for their water supplies.
The natural water quality of the island is generally good, with iron and sulfide being the only naturally occurring contaminants. In some cases high iron
levels require treatment.
The quantity of water provided by the aqu:ifer is sufficient to accommodate more future development than is likely to occur. Water quality sampling
indicated that approximately 25% of the wells sampled tested positive for coliform bacteria. These results may be indicative of septic related
contamination suggesting that existing housing density may be too close in some areas, or that septic systems may be malfunctioning. The densely
developed ~Test End of the island near the Casco Bay Ferry dock reported the most problems in 1992.
Saltwater intrusion appears to be a potential problem in certain areas of the Island, especially near Division Shores. Continued development along the
shoreline may result in salt\.vatcr intru.sion in both new and existing ·wells.

Threats to Ground,,·ater quality
Summary Page 7
r-.rc::rnn

Junk cars are much more munerous on the Island than on mainland Cumberland. Junk cars arc a potential source of petroleum contamination to the
Grounchvater Junk cars are regulated by the Town Code Enforcement Officer.
Household waste and spills are a potential source of Grounclwatcr contamination. Improper use and disposal of household clem1ersand paint related
compounds could result in significant Grounchvater contamination.
Petroleum use and storage is regulated by the Ivfaine DEP, although the Town can adopt more stiingent regulations. Currently, conunercial quantities
of gasoline and diesel are stored at the boatyard, fuel oil is stored in t11.1cks
at 11fartin's Hill garage and diesel is stored in an above ground tank at the
Town Garage. In addition, junk cars, home heating oil or kerosene tanks and homeowner supplies are a significant potential somce of contamination. In
1999, the 11aine DEP visited the Island and determined that home heating tanks were a significant threat to Groundwater on the island.
Fertilizers and herbicides, even when properly applied can contaminate the Grounchvater. The cmTent status of use of the chemicals on the Island is
unknown.
Septic systems, if properly designed, sited, installed and maintained, tTeathuman and house ·wastes and infiltrate the treated waste water back into the
ground. That's a lot of ifs. Septic systems regulated by the State Plumbing Code and monitored by the Town Code Enforcement Officer. Types of
systems cmTently in use on Chebeague include: Standard tanks and leach fields, Non-standm·d septic systems, & leach fields, Cesspools, Over board
discharge, and Composting. Malfunctioning or poorly operating systems can be source of contamination to the Groundwater and the maiine
environment, i.e. lobster nurseries and clmn flats. Septic Systems require regular maintenance - pumping - in order to effectively tTeat the waste. In
public infonuation sessions conducted iJ.11999 as patt of this project, it was apparent that many homeowners \Verenot properly maintaining their septic
systems. This is due to the difficulty and expense of getting a pump truck to the island and also a lack of awareness of the impo1tat1ceof pumping the
system regularly. Im10vative systems arc also being developed for use in coastal areas that can be installed in areas shallow bedrock. This may change
site requirements for septic disposal and may impact allowable housing densit)' in the future
Salt Water Intrusion is an impo1tant concern for Chebeague. The island is entirely surro1mded by seawater, and the less dense fresh water floats on top
of the seawater as a lens. Bedrock wells chilled close to the shore, or several bedrock wells clustered together can intercept this interface and pull in salt
water. In 1992, saltwater intmsion problems already existed along Division Shores. With increased development along the shoreline, the potential for
saltwater intmsion problems increases.
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II A Groundwater
R<.'commcndations

Rank Now

I

PRESERVE AND PROTECT CHEBEAGUE~s GROUNDWATER
1. Educate CI about groundwater

a ~epllc systems, b Heatmg

X

& threats to it.

01L tank

upgracles, c Junk cars. cl l-t1zarclous waste cltsposal.

2. Septic Systems:
a Town achninister island-wide septic system pumping program.

X

b 'Phase 2" septic system survey - identify malfunctioning systems, voluntary repair.

3. Petroleum Storage and Use
a Apply for tank upgrade program through the Maine DEP.

4. Junk Cars
a Inaugurate murnal inspection for junk cars - Review regulations
b. Town and CTC work out system for removing junk cars

5. Establish extent of saltwater intrusion
6. Use and disposal or hazardous chemicals
a Maintain hazardous waste disposal program.

b Inform public on proper use & disposal.
7. Assess the current use of pesticides & herbicides.

8. Groundwater Study Update

X

a Review& update1992groundwaterstudy.
b Integrate this data on Town's GIS system.

9. Register ne'"''ot' "\-Yells
with plumbing inspector.
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Primarv
Responsible

Sccondarv
Responsible
0 anization ·
Or ::>

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

II B: WETLANDS
W ctlands are particularly c1iti.calon Chebeague because they are an important element in the system of Groundwater recharge. Since we have a sole
source aquifer, this Groundwater recharge is essential to the wells we all depend on. As a result, we need to protect Island wetlands from degradation and
development. The goal here is to:

PROTECT WETLANDS FOR AQUIFER RECHARGE TO Tl-ill EXTENT THAT IS POSSIBLE UNDER CURRENT
GOVER't'HVlENTAL REGULATIONS.
FOR PARTICULARLY
BE NECESSARY.

ESSENTIAL WETLANDS STRONGER METHODS SUCH AS PURCHASE OF LAND OR EASEMENTS MAY

Because wetlands are now regulated to protect them from development, it has been necessary to develop standard definitions that allow them to be reliably
identified and mapped. So ·wetlands are defined by having three characteristics. First they have water. 'TI1eycan either have saturated soil or they can
acnially be "inundated" with water, meaning that the water is visible on the surface. Often the water level in wetlands goes up and down over the course of
the year. Second, they have particular kinds of soils, called "hydric" soils. Third, they have pai1icular kinds of plants that are adapted to life in wet
conditions. These tlu·ee characteristics are inte1twincd because the presence of the water in or above the soil makes the ground anaerobic. meaning that it
does not get air, so only plants that can grow in such conditions over an extended period of time can survive. A hydric soil is one "that is sat11rated,
flooded, or ponded long enough during the growth season to develop anaerobic conditions i11the upper pmt" (USDA, Soil Conservation Service. 1991).
Wetlands can be "marine" that is they are fed by salt water from the ocean, or they can be "freslnvater" wet]m1dsfed by Groundwater or smface sources.
such as rivers or streams. They can occm· in the area where oceans or lakes meet the shore m1Cl
the shore rises to upland. Or they can be found in
depressions in the landscape. Each kind of habitat -- salt, brackish and rrcsh, saturated below ground or inundated, above -- has its own kinds or animals
and plants.

If you didn't know whether there were wetlands on Chebeague or not, you could look on maps or at the lm1d itself for the defining charnctetistics of
wetlands. Where are there bodies of water -- ocean, streams or ponds? W11ereare there wetland or '11ychic"soils? And where are there plants that arc
typical of wetlands? The wetland map that we have is the map produced for the National Wetlands Inventory by the Fish and Wildlife Service of the U.S.
Depmtment of the Interior. The mapping is done from aetial photographs, and arc not al ways checked "on the gr0tmd" which means that some forested
wetlands, in particular may be missed. A look at a map of the hychic soils on O1ebeague shows much larger areas of hydric soils than of mapped
wetlands. So the question posed by compming these maps is i.vhether the wetlands arc more extensive than the map shows.

How Do Governments Protect Wetlands?
Summary Page JO

(5/5/00

Most of the regulation is done by the State through the Department of Environmental Protection and the Federal Govenunent through the Anny Coq)s
of Engineers. TI1eTmvn has no pmticular zoning regulations for wetlands. Given the State and Federal regulation, instituting such a zone. only on
Chebeague, would probably not be worth the concern it would create among affected landowners.
The Town Subdivision Ordinance prohibits development on filled tidal wetlands and in areas where the soils present severe limitations for development.
The only non-buildable soil on Chebeague is Sebago mucky peat which occurs in several smaJl areas.
The shoreland Area Overlay Distiict requires that ce11ain,vetlands be classified as Resource Protection, \Vbich restricts permitted uses to such lowintensity uses as recreation and forest and wildlife management. Some coastal wetlands in the shore land zone are classified as Resource Protection:
Indian Point, Thu-gin's Pond, Chandler Cove Beach, Sandy Point~ all the area around Johnson Cove and the beach and wetland at Rose's Point. Some,
such as Springettes and Bennett Cove are not in the Resource Protection Zone. The most notable shorelancl Zone restriction, although one not directly
tied to ,vetland management, is the requirement for a shoreland zoni.ng pennit for any land use or building in that area.

6/5/0()
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II B

,vctlands

Recommendations

P1irnary
Responsible
Organization
L

Rank Now

Secondarv
Responsible
I

-·

PROTECT WETLANDS FOR AQUIFER RECHARGE

X

1. Educate land-owners about wetlands & streams.

XXX

XXX

2. Inventory CI actual wetlands

XXX

XXX

3. \Vetlancls acquisition
4. Wetlands regulation
a. Buy land or easements
b. Review Resource Protection zone for inclusion of additional wetlands.
5. Include importance of wetlands in Aquifer protrction Zone
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II C: LMTD USE
A feeling that Chebeague is changing more rn;_dlythan residents want pervaded the responses to the plmming survey. Vlhat seems to draw people or to
keep them on Chebeague, sununer and winteialike, is that it is a small rnral place surrounded by water. The fact that it is only moderately rural is
iJTelevant. What survey respondents wanted oost to preserve about the Island was its open space, its access to beaches and to the shore, ru.1dits rural
chmacter. The issue they identified as the mot: pressing for Island residents to deal •.vithwas growth and development, mentioned spontaneously in an
open-ended question by half the respondents. Clearly shaping development and preserving open space are two sides of the same coin. The overall goal
that has shaped this section is to :

WORK TO KEEP CHEBEAGUE A SMlGL, RURAL, YEAR-ROUND COM1\1UNITY WITH A STABLE POPULATION OF SUlVIlVIBR

VISITORS.
If the immediate past is ru.1yguide to the fntnr~ who built houses since 1991, and what and where they built, should tell us something about what may
happen in the next ten years. Si.nee 1991, buidling pennits were issued for 25 houses. ·M.ost(80% or more) were built as year-round structmes. though
only 28% (7 houses) arc occupied as a prinia\~ residence year-round. About a third of the new houses have been built by new sununer residents -1 divided between houses built by year-round working people who arc mostly long-time residents. yearpeople from "away". The rest are almost evel!Jj
round houses built by sununer people who ha~ or may want to retire to Chebeague, and houses built by long-tenn smrnner people who mostly come in
the sununer. The bottom line here, is that twahircls were built by people with long com1ections to the Island. so as far as ne·w constrnction goes "we
have met the enemy and it is us".
A series of "builcl°-out" scenarios ,-vere done i111997. Tbey projected several variations of present development patterns into the future. The results
suggested that ''total build out" of all developble lots on the Island could result in more than a doubling of the number of houses, from 400 now to 950
in 50 years. Projecting the current acll1al grooth rate would result in about 150 to 200 new houses over the next 50 years. for a total of from 550 to 600
houses.
Mechanisms

for Controlling Development

What combination ofland use regulations ancbther programs would enable Chcbeaguers to control the development that will occur? Zoning and
subdivision regulations are the basic tools wditve to use. But they arc not the only ones. A brief description oreach can help to understand the
strengths and weaknesses of these tools.
A subdivision ordinance regulates the divisiorof undeveloped "ra,.v"land like a farm field or a tract of woods into lots that can be developed for
residential or conunercial use. TI1epmvose ofsubclivision regulations is to be sure that the lots created are clearly defined legally, and will have suitable
services so that both their buyers and the genenl public are not banned by things like pollution, erosion, and traffic congestion. Subdivision ordinances
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require that lots can be served by adequate water, sewage service, solid waste disposal. roads.fire protection, utilities, stonn drainage, and sometimes land
for recreation or parks.
The zoning ordinance, in t11m,regulates the uses that can be built on subdivided lots, and how dense development can be. The general logic of zoning is
to reduce the negative side-effects that can come with development. No one wants to buy a house and then have a slaughter house built next door.
In the Cumberland Zoning Ordinance Chebeague is divided into two zones. Vv7hatdistinguishes the Island Business district from the Island Residential
one? Not a great deal. Both zones require a minimmn lot size of 1..5 acres if there is at least 150 feet of road frontage, and 3 acres for "back lots" with
less road frontage. Both allow single family houses and duplexes. In the zoning ordinance, the Island is seen as largely residential, with a rural resourcebased economy and a smattering of businesses and services necessary for the year-round and summer residents. There arc no zones for offices. for
large-scale conunercial uses, for manufactming/industry, nor for multi-family housing.
In addition to the residential and business zones on Chebeague there are several "overlay" districts.that apply only to the shoreland area in order to
protect the water from pollution and the shore from erosion. Chebeague has also been designated in the Zoning Ordinance as Aquifer Protection area
because it has a sole source aquifer. These provisions largely control storage or disposal of materials such as hazardous waste, road salt, manure,
petroleum that might pollute the Groundwater.
Taken together, the zoning and subdivision regulations detennine required services for development and set minimum sizes oflots as well as setbacks of
buildings from lot lines. In other words, they establish the amount of development that can tal<.eplace and \.-vhatkind of development it is allowed to be.
They say nothing about where it should go -- any place is acceptable as long as the various standards set out in the regulations can be met. TI1eysay little
about what development should look like. And, finally, they set. no limit, except the 1..5/3acre lot requirement, on how much development c,m occur.
There are ways to control location, appearance and amount of development. As this plan goes out for review, the Town of Cumberland is considering a
placing a cap on development by limiting the number of building pennits issued each year to 44, including Chebeag11e???????????? The Town also has
ordinances and policies that we can use, such as the mechanisms for protecting open space proposed by the recent mainland Growth Management
Committee. One way to reduce the amount of development would be to simply increase the lot size requirement in the zoning ordinance. However. this
is politically unpopular because many people take the existing provisions of the zoning ordinance as a "given" and make plans, for example, for willing
property to ch.ilch-en,based on it. An alternative to reducing development simply by regulation is to do it by relying on both voluntary strategics for land
protection and on providing market value for some land. This is primarily but not entirely a strategy for protecting open space. Ways to do this include:
• Donation of land, or easements on land, to the Town or the Cumberland 1'.1Iainlandand Islands Land Trust. A conservation easement is a voluntary
agreement between a land mvner and a public or non-profit group. The owner still owns and uses and can sell, mortgage or willthe land but s111e
binds the other party to keep the land undeveloped in peq)et11ity. Donation of land or easements provides tax deductions for the donor.
• Public or Land Trust purchase of land
SununaryPage 14
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• Public or Land Trust purchase of development tights to land -- the owner still owns the land itself, can sell or will it, buts/he sells the tight to develop
it more intensively. Typically used to keep fanns in production; usefnl for preserving any business that is land intensive.
• Purchase or lease by the Town or the Land Trust of easements on land.
• Reduction in property taxes by enrollment in State programs for Open Space or Tree Growth. These arc discussed in the Open Space section. below.

INSURE THAT LAND USE REGULATIONS PROTECT THE ISL.AND'S NATURAL ENVIRONlVlENT.
In general the reg1tlations that gov em land development provide adequate protection for the natural environment. Much of Chcbeague's appeal comes
from its natural beauty as an island, but we are tmiquely vulnerable, as well, to environmental problems such as grotmdwater pollution. The addition to
Cumberland's zoning of the shore land Zone, for example, responds to this concern. So does the designation of Chebeague as an Aquifer Protection
Zone. However, the Committee's discussions did identify several ways in \vhich these provisions could be strengthened.
MAINTAIN VISUAL, HISTORICAL 1--\NDARCI-IlTECTUR.AL CHARACTER OF THE ISLAND AS FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
OCCURS.
The way Chebeague looks now is a combination of the scmi-mral character of the Island and the succession of diff crcnt styles of houses and other
buildings that have been built. Preservation of the rural character of the Island has been discussed above. The Island is fairly unique in having the
majority of its present houses and other prominent buildings such as the Chmch, the Inn, the old scbools and the Hall built before 1940. There are many
fine Victorian and Greek Revival houses, along with a few Federal ones. Together with the large and small summer cottages from 1890 through the
1920s, these define "the look" of Chebeague. Most older houses have lasted Jong enough for people to appreciate their style. And many have been
occupied by several generations of the same family who value their memories as well as their style. The problem primmily lies in the futme as new
houses make up an increasing part of the stock.
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II C Land Use
Rank

Now

Recommendations

Primary
Responsible

Secondarv
Responsible

(

(

MAINTAIN CI AS A COlVIlVfUNITY WITH RURAL LAND USE PATTERN
1. Maintain rural character, preserve significant parcels as undeveloped land.
a. Acquire open space by purchase, donation or bequest

X

b. Educate landowners about land preservation.
c. Private fund raising to fund purchase of land & easements
d. Support State legislation : real estate transfer tax for open space

2. Insure land use regulations protect natural environment.
a. If groundwater study shows pollution review', lot sizes in those areas.
b. Include wetlands in Aquifer Protection provisions of zoning.
c. Revise ShoreJand Zone setback to include bluff setback
d. Educate landowners about what is permitted in Shoreland zone

3. lVIaintain visual char act er of Chebeague

X

a. Inventory architccnn-al, archaeological & histodc resources.
b. Explore constitutional amendment - rebate property taxes for historic & scenic properties.

X

c. Study use of des.ign revie\v to presenre architect11ral character.

X

cl.Review Tovvn demolition ordinance and make revisions if needed.
e. Institute flexible front back zoning.
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II D: OPEN SPACE AND RECREATION
The goals are:

PRESERVE SIGNIFICANT TRACTS OF OPEN SPACE ON CI-IEBEAGUE
SUPPORT OPPORTUNITIES FOR RECREATION AND INTELLECTUAL ENRICHMENT
If the recommendations made in the previous section on Land Use are accepted, then an open space plan for Chebeague is critical for preserving the
Island's rnral character. Fortunately, during the year that Chebeague has been working on its plan, an Open Space Commjttee has been working on an
Open Space Plan for the mainland pmt of the Town. Since the goals and strategies on Hus issue are quite similar on both sides of the water, this section
bolTO\VSheavily from the mainland plan. As they say in pulp fiction "only the [place] names have been changed.''
We concur with the p1imary statement of pmpose for the mainland plan wluch states:
"the growth management section of the [Town] Plan discusses the desirability of keeping large parcels of land undeveloped, and of helping
landowners to do so by letting them realize financial benefit from their land without selling it Benefits may be in the fonn oflowered property
taxes, or actual payments. In retl.1mfor the benefit the owner would agree not to develop the land. To achieve this, the Plan makes suggestions
such as; (1) creating a local conservation easement or lease purchase program, (2) purchasing 1ights-of-first-refusal and development rights, and
(3) acqui1ing land. In all cases, the Plan suggests that the affected land have "high value", or provide a "public benefit", but it doesn't state what .
those qualities or benefits are -- that is the pmpose of the Open Space Plan. ·n1c land inventories and reconunendations included in tlus plan can
provide the Town Council [and others] with the infonnation necessary to make decisions." (Draft Open Space Phm, 2000, p. 1).
\Vhat lands on Chebeague have "high value" as open space or would paiticularly provide a "public benefit"? Chebeague can provide the mainland with
public ocean front propetfy -- the one kind of open space it most notably lacks. Other high value lands include the few remai11ing open fields on the
Island, forest lands, wildlife habitat and paiticularly sce11icviews. The p1ioritics for preserving are:
• land along the shore
• wetlands
• land that has paths or trails on it
• sizable tracts of woodland

PRESERVE ACCESS TO THE SHORE
Chebeague has 13.15 miles of coastline. Access to the shore on the Island has always been a very visible issue for everyone. Fishennen, who often don't
live on the shore, obviously have to reach it to put in and take out their gear and to reach their boats. Some use the Island's wharves for the fo1111er.But
many others take their equipment out over the beach and get to their boats the same way. Access to the shore is also important for clanmung.
Chebeague's clam flats have been managed by the To\vn since 1981 and some are now reopening not only for recreational but even for conunercial
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clamming. In addition, it is important to keep rocky areas along the shore undisturbed because they are places where young lobsters hide and molt until
they are large enough to manage in open waters.
Chebeague is also, of course, a "vacation destination", and who "goes to the sbore" and doesn't expect to be able to go to the beach? Unlike the mainland,
Chebeague does have areas of both rocky coastline and of sandy beaches that all residents love to use. Access to the water has not been a problem on
Chebeague in the past. And one of the pmvoscs of this plan is to ensure that, as development pressures grow along the shore, it does not become a
problem. Donna Damon's work since 1989 for Cumberlaud's Coastal Access Project has documented the underlying legal history and rights to many of
the roads and paths that give access to the shore. Some are public, and some are easements granted by developers or abutters.

PRESERVE CHEBEAGUE'S FIELDS At'\JDFORESTS
In the past Chebeague had both fanns and wood lots. Much of the land was actually cleared; you could sec the water from almost any part of North and
South Roads. Today there is one market-garden fann and some sheep that move around the Island. And there are still some fields that are kept mowed
that give a sense of the old fanning landscape. Since the 1930s, the rest of the Island has grown up in dense woods except where people have kept their
house lots cleared, so there is still a lot of tmdeveloped land, much of it forested.
There are two State "current use" programs that tax land at less than its full value for development. One is the Tree Growth program. Some land on
Chebeague is in the Tree Grmvth program. Land may be placed in this program if a parcel is larger than ten acres and is used for commercial (not
personal) timber harvesting. Once the land is emolled, it is taxed at its value as conunercial forest land and must be m.anaged and harvested as laid out in
a Management Plan. The difficulty with this on CI; there is little interest in selective harvesting, vvhich would maintain the forest but allow it to be
commercially harvested.
An alternative to the Tree Growth program is the State's Open Space program. The amount of the prope1ty tax reduction here varies from 20 percent for
ordinary, private, unprotected open space land, to 50 percent for land pennanently protected by a conservation easement, up to 95 percent if it is kept
forever wild by conservation easement and is accessible to the public. There is no minimum lot size for the program. If the land is taken out of the
program a penalty must be paid. The factors that the state takes into account when they decide public benefit gained by preserving a particular piece of
lm1d include:
• The impo11ance of the land by vittue of its size or uniqueness.
• The oppo11unity of the general public to appreciate significant scenic values of the land.

• The opportunityfor regular and substantial recreational or educational use.
• Whether the land is included as open space on a comprehensive plan or in a zoning ordinance.
• The existence of a conservation easement.
• The proximity of other public or private conservation lands

r5;5mn
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To encourage use of the Open Space program a conummity should have a plan indicating land that is intended to be kept in open space. On Chebeague,
because of the closeness of the shore and the undeveloped woods and fields, virtually any undeveloped land would be suitable for open space. However
it would be useful to develop criteria, based at least in pait of the State factors, for what land •.vouldbe most suitable.

PRESERVE ACCESS TO EST ABLISI-IED PATHS ON THE ISLAND
Chebeague has lots of paths. In the past, people often bad to get around the Island on foot, and many people still do. The Cumberland Mainland and
Islands Trust is working on gaining fonnal casements to traditional paths. They arc now in the process of mapping the trails so protected. Many of the
paths pass tlu·ough wooded parts of the Island that might be protected by the Open Space program.
PRESERVE SCENIC AREAS AND VIEWS
What is a scenic area? It provides a special view that members of the public can e1~joy,vithout necessaiily owning or even having access to it. Often
these are places that are seen from the road as people walk or drive on clay to clay trips. A scenic area can be either a natural f eatme -- a view of the ocean,
for example -- or something mamnade, such as a stone ,vall with mature shade trees along a road. \vl1en you want to view the sunset, or watch the waves
crash on the shore or vie,.,vthe fall color, where do you go? Here we have mapped some candidates for this kind distinction:
• Views from roads across open fields to the ocean.
• Roads or paths through especially dense conifer forest.
• Views of nice groups of houses, especially historic ones.
• Flowering fields and roadsides or fall color.
• Views of other distinctive human landscapes.
As the Land Use section indicated, we would like to have included an inventory of histotic buildings and other cultural resources. A Town survey of
these was done in May 2000, too late to be included here. Some additional elements that contiibute to such an inventory already exist such as a
collection of past photographs of all houses which is cmTently being repeated,

SUPPORT OPPORTUNITIES FOR RECREATION AND INTELLECTUAL E!\1RICHMENT
Chebeague doesn't have "public parks" in the urbai1 sense, but we do have many of the kinds of recreation facilities that are conunonly found in city
parks. \vliat is different on Chebeague is that they are typically not grouped together the way they might be in a public park, and they often aren't
publicly provided. Some are provided by individuals such as Sanford's skating pond or the picnic tables at the Store, some are provided by clubs such as
the Golf andTennisClubs,someare providedby conununitysupp011ecl
voluntary organizations such as the Library and the Recreation Center. and some
have just to be used where they naturally are, like swimming at the beach.
Chebeague does have a significant recreation "complex" in the recently expanded and improved School/Recreation Center that has outdoor play areas,
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swinuning, tennis, basketball and baseball, as well as all the year-rmmd recreation facilities of the Rec Center. The Town provides funds for staff to the
Rec Center, MSAD 51 provides the l:md, and local donors brought into existence the Recreation Center building and the Rec as an institution.
The Town owns a 10 acre parcel of land at Chandler Cove Beach that most residents probably think of as a park. It has an access road and some rather
informal parking. It's deed requires that it be kept in its natural state. It is used for the conmmnity picnic on the Fou1th of July and by swinuners.
picnickers and party-goers. Other Town-owned parcels at Sunset Landing and \Valdo Point might be thought of as parks, but probably are not by most
people.
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II D Open Space and Recreation

- Part 1

Rc.~commendations
Rank Now

-Primary
-------·Responsible
Organizations

Secondarv
Responsihle
Organizations

WORK TO PRESERVE SIGNIFICANT TRACKS OF OPEN SPACE

xxxxxxxxxxx

1. Preserve access to the shore

X

a. Continue to document shore access points
b. Use Slmset landjrn, as open space but keep for wharf if needed later
c. Acquire additional public ROWs or easements to shore
d. Insure access to clam flats
e. Acquire additional shore frontage

f. Adopt open space impact fee for Chebeague
g. Review Shoreland zone on other islands for designation as Resource Protection

2. Preserve fields and forest
a. Encourage use of State Open Space program by defining criteria for eligibility

.X

b. Hold information session for landowners on State Open Space Program
c. Use donation and purchase of land and easements.
cl. Consider review of tree cutting in spruce thickets
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II D Open Space and Recreation
4/ 12 revisions
Rank

- Part 2

Recommendations

Now

Prirna:rv
Respons{ble

Secondarv
Responsible

I

I

3. Preserve l'\fildlife habitat
XXX

a. Identify Cl & other islands' significant habitat.

xxxxx

XXX

b. Explore management of habitat to improve ecological balance

xxxxx

4. Preserve paths

a. Town provide support to map and document paths
b. Encourage easements for paths
5. Preserve scenic areas
a. Encourage purchase or donation of scenic easements

b. Explore use of constitutional amendment for reduced taxes on scenic views

c. Use tools, above, to protect open space
d. Inventory historic buildings & cultural resources.

6. Support opportunities for recreation & intellectual enrichment
a. Continue Town suppott for recreation services & library.
b. Town maintenance of open space
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III A: Preserving Community: Economic and Social Life
There arc two major threads to Chebeague's strategy to maintain the essential character of the Island. One, discussed in the previous sections, is to
preserve its semi-rnral character, with extended open space and access to the shore. The other, discussed in the section to come, is to maintain the social
and economic structure of the Island that combines a year-round working conummity and a sununer populati.on of people who come year after year.
The two tlu-cads are tightly intertwined. Maintaining the physical character of the Island without its social structure keeps the shell without the spiiit.
Maintaining the economic and social strncture while tbe undeveloped land on the Island is developed, will be difficult.
Here this plan's focus is on the Island's economy, and on a variety of public and voluntary services, such as health care and education, that are essential
elements of a year-round community. Reconunendations will made about ways to improve Chebeague's quality of life. However tbey all assmne that the
Chebeague conununity as we know it -- a working year-round economy augmented by additional residents in the sununer -- will continue to function
over the long nm. Here we need to explore ways that this can be assured.

If the recommendations in the Land Use and Open Space sections to preserve significant areas of open space arc adopted and carried out, it will be
necessary to put as much effort, energy and money into maintaining Chebeague's diverse ecoliomic, social and age structures as wen. The effect of
preserving land would be to reduce the supply ofland available for development. As long as there is a strong market for land on Chebeague -- people
who want to buy and build, and \Vhohave plenty of money to do so -- then the value or p1ice of the rcmainjng land will lise significantly. Indeed, the act
of protecting at least some of Chebeague as present residents know it, would make it all the more attractive to people who want to live on an uncoimectecl
rnral island. The rise in the selling p1ice ofland will drive up assessments and taxes, making Chebeague less affordable to year-round and sununer
people which ordinary "working or middle class" incomes, much less those on fixed retirement incomes. Preserving the island conununity is primarily .
an issue of capping the island's prope11v taxes.
John Cole founder the Maine Times, puts the issue well. Quoting from a recent column by John in the Forecaster:
"As accelerating demand for coastal property continues to gather even more momentum, taxes on that land increases with skyrocketing market
values. The relatively benign property taxes of the past becomes a potent force for social enginee1ing, strong enough to replace one group of
Maine residents with another. Htmdreds of traditional fishing communities from Kittery to Machias, coastal towns that have been home to the
same fishing families for five or more generations, are facing or soon ,vill, inevitable property tax increases tbat \Vil!force most of them from their

family land."
In section III we characterize the Island's economy and lay out a specific set of recommendations as to how it may be preserved.
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III A: Preserving Community: Econonuc and Social Life
Rccommenclations
Rank

Primary
Responsible
I

Now

Secondary
Responsible
l

I

PRESERVE DIVERSITY OF POPULATION BY KEEPING LIFE AFFORDABLE
1. l\iloderate Increases in Tax Assessments: State
XXX

XXX

a. Encourage use of State Open Space Program to lo\ver taxes

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

XXX

XXX

b. Town & CI lobby Legislature for more State money for Open Space program.

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

c. Town & CI lobby Legislature for current use valuation for marine uses
d. Encourage use of Homestead Tax Credit IC,
e. Town & CI lobbv Legislatme for larger Homestead Tax Credit

2. l\tloclcrating Assessments: Town
a. Include Chebeague in Tm:vnprogram for purchase of development rights
b. Include Chehea 0 ue in other Town nro 0 rams for nrescrvin2"onen snace

3. Reducing Tax Payments
a. Encourage use of State Property Tax Refund Program
b. Urge To-wn to use option for Historic & Scenic house tax rebate

4. Implement other recommendations on affordable housing
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III B: THE ISLAND ECONOlV[Y - SHORE BASED
CI is one of a handful a Maine islands that maintains a viable year round economy and thus a diverse year round popnlatiotL An understanding of the
Island's year round economy is essential to planning for the fut11reof the island since maintaining a viable year-round economy is essential to the fut11re
of the island.
CI-IBBEAGUE MUST l\1AINT AJN A DIVERSIFIED,

I-IBAL THY, YEAR-ROUND ECON01\1Y THAT INC'Ll..JDES PEOPLE WHO MAKE

THEIR LIVING ON AND AROlJ1\TDTHE ISLAND, COlVIl\tlUTERS TO THE l\1AINLAND AND RETIREES
Unlike most mainland residents of Cumberland, islanders often depend on a number of sources of income. \Vhile some Chebeaguers have full-time,
nine-to-five jobs on the Island or the mainland, many island households rely on doing a number of things to generate the family income. The ability to
develop a number of sources of income is an essential element of the island economy.

Components of the Island Economy
Cl's economy - or the source of the livelihood of the year round residents - consisting of four general or groups:
The Fishing,1v1mine Component (Treated separately below) - Of the year-round population, approximately .52 people earn some or all of their income
from fishing or mmine related activities such as the boatyard, boat building, CTC, etc. About 15% of the year-round households de1ive all or most of their
income from fishing or marine related businesses. An additional 15% of year rou11dhouseholds get a maj01ity of their income from fishing and marine
activities.
The Commuter Component - Almost 50 island residents conuuute to the mainland for work on a regular basis. Almost 20% of island households rely on
commuting as the ptincipal source of household income, while another 8% have some income from conunuting.
Island Business Component - Over 80 island residents work at some type of activity on the island. About 20% of year round bonseholcls clctive all or
most of their income from on-island wo1;kother than mmine related activities, while another 20% of households received some of their income from
involvement in on-island business activities. A substantial portion of these on-island businesses involve providing se1viccs to both year-round and
seasonal residents.

It is very difficult to knowhowmany sununer

visitors there are who contribute to Chebeague's economy. There are an estimated 215 "regular" snnuuer
households. In the smvey, 37% of the respondents who were sununer people came for long sunuuers, usually May to October and so would be a stable
source of demand. The other 63% percent were sho1t sununer people, adding less. Beyond these "residents" who were surveyed, there are their family
members and guests, people who rent cottages for a ,veek or a month, people \.Vhocome to stay at the Inn and at B&Bs, and people who come for
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weddings at the Itm or clay trips on the CIC and the Casco Bay Lines. A 1990 "census" on the Fomth of July found about 1700 people on the Island on
that clay. This may represent about the maximum number on the Island at any given time.
Retired Component - Over 25% of the island's year round households are retired. An additional 5% of households can be considered to be pmtially or
semi-retired households.
Most of the island's businesses are small, with only a few employing any significant number of \vorkers. :Many business activities involved selfemployed people fishing or providing services. Many of the businesses fall into the category of home occupations or -..vhatwe will call here "residential
businesses". Pait of Chebeague's economy is independent of people who live on or come to the Island. Fishermen (and women) sell most of their catch
on the mainland, and a few other businesses supply outside markets as well. Commuters are limited in jobs only by the distance they are willing to travel.
But other Island businesses must be able to make at least patt of a living from the limited local market of year round and summer people. The struggles
of the Chebeague Inn to keep going, and the btief existence of the Nellie G. Cafe are examples of the limits of this market. This situation protects
Chebeague from "commercialization" that some residents wotTy about, but also leaves us without businesses and services we might wish to have.
Because of the existence of relatively frequent and convenient fen-y service, businesses serving the island market that have to compete directly with
comparable mainland ones m·e at a particular disadvantage. This kind of competition from the mainland can be found even in construction, which has
always been a staple of O1cbeague's local economy. On the other hand. suppliers of thing that are difficult to get from the mainland such as island car
repairs, gasoline or heating oil are clearly more viable as long as the minimum market it large enough.
l\lfaintaining a year-round population is dependent on maintaining a viable year-round economy that allows residents of the islm1dto earn reasonable
incomes. Fishing issues are discussed in a separately. However, there are a number of issues related to the islm1d's ability to maintain a viable yearround, non-maritime economy raised by Island business people. Cumberland's zoning regulations make it difficult for residents to operate small, home
based businesses that can be an impo1tant source of income for some households. The primary town regulation of business is in the zoning ordinance.
Some revisions would help the Island businesses. The zoning reviews that new businesses face seem elaborate to them. In addition, since most
businesses are in or next to peoples' s houses, the stand separating between business and residential uses that works on the mainland do not quite fit the
circumstances on Chebeague. Finally, there are some land use presently allowed that the commit1ee thought should not be pennitted.
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III. B. Island Economy - Shore Based
Recommendations
Primarv
Responsible
Rank

Now

\

Secondarv
Responsible
I

\

III. A. Island Economy
Maintain diversified, healthy, year-round economy

1. Zoning
XXX

XXX

a. Delete private helipot1s & groundwater extraction from zoning.

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

XXX

XXX

b. New zoning for residential businesses.

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

c. New zoning for food carts

cl. New zoning for saw mills
e. Allow child care in both island zoning districts.

2. Other non marine issues
a. Make disposal of construction debris easier.
b. Apply for funds for vocational training for likely occupations
c. CTC and CBITD should monitor needs of commuters.
d. Support for ferry service.
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III B: Island Economy - Fishing
As the survey of Island business above indicated, marine related activities m.akeup the largest p01tion of Chebeague's economy, and there is strong
suppo1t for maintaining the fishery on the Island. Fishing, p1imarily lobstering, is its main element. There are 38 boats hauling approximately 35,000
traps, making this the largest island fishing conununity in Casco Bay. Additional marine related services include boat-building and repair, the boatyard
and all the functions of the ere. Since ere is dealt with in the section on }vfainland Transpmtation, this section p1imarily focuses on the fishing
industry.

Water Access
Easy access to the water is a p1imary factor in malting the island work well for the fishennen. Legally, fishennen have access to the shore across private
property to fish or clam. However, this legal right is not as useful as it appears on its face for several reasons. One is simply that prope11yowners may
not be aware of this and may object to having their land crossed. The other is that this legal light provides no 1ight to park on private prope1ty. Over the
past 40 or more years, the traditional fish houses on the shore have been replaced by the use of pickup trucks. Gear is kept at home, which is usually not
on the shore, and taken to the shore when needed. This, obviously, requires places to park. This only exists on p1ivate land by arrangement with the
owner. Most of the public access points which date from the days before cars, have little parking. However, they are even more important than in earlier
years because they do provide road access and at least some parking.
There are also people who use shore access points with parking, that is the two incomes, to keep boats that they use to get back and fo1th to the mainland.
Some, but not all are Chebeague fishennen. Some are people who come out from the mainland to "vork on the Island.
There are at least nine access ,md mooting sites that are used by most of the fishermen as well as others. Several others could be used but are not at
present. Access to Chandler's Cove is by a State fcn-y wharf. There is some public parking and limited area for sto1ing gear. Coleman Cove has no
whaif but has parking and some storage. At Jenks Landing there is a public tight of way and parking can be leased from a neighbor. At Waldo Point,
the access is O\vned by the Town. Central Landing has two public 1ights of way granted by the Mayers and Gilmartins; but the area for parking and
storage of gear is minimal. The Stone \Vharf has storage space and public parking. Some people keep their boats there, and more use it for putting off
their traps in the Sp1ing and bringing them in in the Fall. Coleman and Johnson Coves and Central Landing are considered the best sites by the
lobstenuen as they are closest to the p1ime areas for setting traps. Some fishermen have access to the shore across their own property. This indicates
that access to the shore in general is a concern.
A new whmfwillbe builtby the State at Chandler's Cove, scheduled for 2000. The design will:
• Extend the trestle width from 12' to 20'
• Lengthen the whole strncture 14.5'
• Increase the landing part of the whaif from 40'x40' to approximately 70'x70'
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• Have two or tlu·ee floats in place of the present single one.
At the Stone Wharf the system of closing off eight of the parking spaces during June and November so that fishennen can take their traps off and bting
them in seems to work fairly well. The need for parking results from fishennen transpo11ing their traps from their trucks to their boats. At other times cif
year, the only parking need by the fishennen is for those who keep their boats in the Stone Wharf anchorage.
At a meeting with the fishennen, the need for a new \vhaif, specifically to accommodate fishing activities, was discussed. Sunset L'lnding was one
obvious site. However, the fishennen recognized the large cost involved in building a wharf. They think that a new facility is not needed, as long as
present access sites are legally documented and properly maintained. Also essential to the present system of fishing is being able to keep boats, traps and
other gear in outdoor storage at fishennen's houses.

Moorings
The presence of a harbonnaster and a mooring pennit system provides a legal framework for defining and protecting mooring tights in case of legal
challenge. However, the system does not work well. The Town simply collects the permit fee but does not record the location of moo1i.ngs.There have
been problems with other people putting moorings ,.,vherefishennen have traditionally moored their boats. This is a particular problem at the Stone
Whaif. Enforcement is also an issue. The Inn has moo1ings, but also apparently tells their visitors to moor to any buoy available. The fishennen were
skeptical that the kind of mooring registration law used in Freepo1t would be useful because of its complexity. However, they would like to limit
moorings to residents and property owners of the Town of Cumberland.
Aquaculture Leases
The leasing of the bottom to aquaculturists growing mussels is a recent development in Casco Bay. ·Mussel grow-out rafts, which require deep water and.
strong tidal flushing could be practical at almost any protected cove or area near the Island, though this does depend on the season and weather conditions
as well. The Chebeague fishennen are concerned about the impact of this new fishery on their access to places where they have set their traps in the past.
The smvey suggests that this is not a widely understood or recognized issue among Islanders who are not lobstenncn.
CmTently, regulatory authority for aquaculture lease applications rests with the State Department of Marine Resources. In towns where there are existing
shellfish ordinances, recent legislation allows the town to govern aquacult11releases tlu-oughout the inte11idalzone. The D:MR continues to gove111
aquaculnu·e leases in the sub-tidal zone, below low water. However, the town is granted intervener's stat11s,contingent upon their existing shell fishing
ordinances. This stah1Sassures the town of proper notification when lease applications are filed, and gives the town a strong voice chui.ngthe public

hearingprocess.
Other Fishing Issues
There are a variety of other issues related to the success of the fishing relating to the Town. These are fairly self-explanatory in the recommendations.
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III C: Island Economy - Fishing
Rccommendat·
Rank

IVI.J.,.,

NO\V

Primary
,Ie
Re
Or
on

Secondary
F
e
C
n

-

1. Insure water access for fishermen
XXX

XXX

a Continue to document shore access points

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

XXX

XXX

b. Improve parking at water access points

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

c. Increase access to clam flats
d. If building a new wharf is explored in future, consider ocean side of Island

2. Implement Stone Wharf Committee's Proposals:
a. Schedule dredging around whaif & in the cove by golf tee,
b. Replace pm1s of the wharf structure up by the tee.
c. Establish multi-year schedule of maintenance, for Stone vv1Jarf& cove.

3. Include fishermen in New Stone Wharf parking and use committee
4. Improve regulation of mooring
a. Explore including mooring location in present regulations
b. Enforce regulations about leaving boats on floats
c. CMP & Bell Atlantic should have moorings

5. Increase Town role in aquaculture leasing process
a. Explore developing a Town plan for bottom leasing

6. Other marine recommendations
a. Reaffinn zoning provision allowing storage of traps in both zones

b. Manage clam flats for sustained yield Town shellfish Conunission
c. Assure continued viability of the boatyard
d. Institute free day in winter for disposal of traps at Transfer Station DPW

7. Lobby for current use taxation for fishing uses on the shore
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111 D: AFFORDABLE HOUSlNG

If Chebeague is to continue to ha.ve a diverse population that:includes fishermen, local business people, summer people of diverse incomes and retirees,
maintaining the linuted supply of affordablc housing is essential. Y ear-r0tmd rental housing is scarce, and there are year-round residents ·who have to
move seasonally from house to house as they try to create a pennanent home on the Island. Others manage to have year-round houses only with the help
of other family members. This issue will become even more pressing if an effort is made to preserve significant amounts of open space. The price of the
remaining land will be bid up, so that buying land and building a house will become more and more out of reach of people ·withmodest incomes. So the
issue here is not simply to maintain existing affordable housing but to be sure that more is built to serve futme Chebeaguers. The goal of this section is .
to:

DEVELOP STRATEGIES TO MAINTAIN EXISTING AND TO DEVELOP l\TEW AFFORD,.'\BLE HOUSING
One obstacle to affordable housing in the fut11reis the ability to retain what's affordable no\v. As the most desirable land becomes scarcer, demand to
purchase a small or poorly maintained house, especially one on the water, may result in the removal or upgrading of what is now affordable.
More impo11ant than houses being tom down, however, is the basic value of land and the impact that increasing land values have on property taxes, and
so on affordability. This is a problem everywhere on the Island but is especially accent11ateclfor houses on the shore where the problem can be seen most
clearly. A property's value is based on the market value of both the buildings on it and of the land itself. Because building sites on the shore arc both
very desirable and scarce, new buyers may be willing to pay very hi.ghprices for them. A low-income homeowner may have a modest home on the water
and although the hom.e itself is assessed at a moderate value, the land value soars because of sales of "comparable" shoreland, and the taxes become
beyond the homeowner' s means. Tlus same dynanuc can happen in any area of the Island that is desirable for development. If more land is taken out of
the housing market to be preserved as open space, as this plan recommends, the remaining developable land will be more scarce and will increase in value ..
This increase in the selling p1ice of land will increase assessments and property taxes for all land on Chebeague.
Not suqnisingly, lower income families are more heavily burdened by the property tax than more affluent ones. Earlier this year an analysis of the fiscal
impact of Cumberland property taxes on low and moderate income people was done for the Town by Planning Decisions Inc. 1 It incluclecl data for the
whole town, :including Chebeague. For the 20 percent of the population with the lowest incomes, the average home value was $84,800 in 1998 and this
group paid, on average, 9. 76 percent of their income in taxes. The proportion of income they spent on property taxes had increased from 6.89 percent in
I 990 to the 9. 76 in 1998. This compares \vith an average home value of $143, I 50 for the top 20 percent, who paid only 3.56 percent of their income in
taxes. Among this group, the proportion of their income that they paid in property taxes remained the same since 1990.
How to allow existing low and moderate income homeowners to stay in their homes in the face of this kind of increase in land values and propertytaxes
is a difficult question. The Maine Property Tax Refund Program for low income people, and the Homestead Tax exemption provide some tax relief. It
1

Planning Decisions, lnc. 2000. Analysis of the Fiscal Impacts on Lo,vand Moderate Income Households: Town of Cumberland. Part of the Residential Fiscal Impact Project.
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may not do enough to assist homeowners on the water who have seen prope1tytaxes rise more than they have in other parts of the Island.
For low income home-owners, especially the elderly, maintaining their houses may also be financially difficult. About 20 percent of Chebeague's
housing stock is rated by the Town Assessor's Office as being in ''minimum" or "belmv average" condition. Many of these houses may be sununcr
houses or camps, but some arc lived in year-round.
Another implication of increasing land values is that construction of new "starter" or less expensive houses is more and more difficult. Land is
expensive. Putting in a septic system and a well involves a large initial expense. And having to bring building materials out to the Island is considered to
increase costs of construction by about 25 percent.
Finally, year-round rental housing is difficult to provide on Chebeague for several reasons. One is simply that much of the housing is only suitable for
summer occupancy. The other is that owners of year-round housing that can be rented face the economic incentive lo charge high rents during the
summer "season". This is why some year-round residents, especially younger people who are just getting stai1ed economjcally and have less money,
either have to live with family or move from house to house as the seasons change.
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III D Affordable Housing
Rccomm£'ndations

4/29 Revisions
Rank Now

I

Seconchu-v
Responsible
Organization

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

Primaiy
Responsible

Develop Strategies to maintain existing and to develop new affordable housing.
XXX

XXX

1. Appoint a Chebeague Committee on Affordable Housing

XXX

XXX

'1.. lV1amrnm ex1stmg

supply

01

anorctaoie nousmg

a. Encourage use of al I property tax relief programs
b. Develop additional data and reapply for CDBG rehab grant
3. Increase number or year-round rental units

a. Use existing zoning to encourage accessory apts & duplexes
b. Encourage people to apply for Section 8 rental subsidy program
4. Reduce cost of new construction

a. Reduce land cost by using Town or Land Tmst parcels C.MTTor similar org,
b. Use silent second mort 0 a 0 es
~

~

c. Encourage a non-profit organization to do affordable development.
d. Work with State & Fed officials & affordable housing groups

e. .hxplorc ]owenng construcllon material transportat10n cost 1or affordable housmg.
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III E: Health \Vclfarc and Safetv
'
'
This rep01t focuses on the health, welfare, and safety of the people on CL The wellness of our people - our human resource - has a direct impact on the
general health of our entire conununity. The goal of this section is to:

WORK TOW ARD MAKING THE QUALITY OF LIFE OF CHEBEAGUE RESIDENTS AS GOOD AS POSSIBLE I3Y PROVIDING
EDUCATION ABOUT AND SERVICES TO lVIAINTAIN PEOPLE'S HEALTH, WELFARE AND SAFETY.
Health
P1imm:ycare is usually accessed tlu·ough mainland physicians and specialists. An on-island PA offers 2-3x/'wk office and home visits for acute or
clu·onic care. In addition, she draws blood, and assists with billing, pham1acy deliveries, appointments with specialists, and home care concerns. Our onisla~~:P A i--x~uccessful.
XXX

XXX

Home care is an island concern because of access. transpo1tation, and changing programs. Skilled care, often funded by :Medicare. is accessed tlu·ough
reliable mainland agencies and privately paid care givers. Non-skilled care, rarely funded by Medicare, and intermittently available through Medicaid is of
great concern to this conununity. It is evident that affordable and readily accessible non-skilled home care can lead to healthier, richer, and more
meaningful lives for Chebeaguers. We lack effective home care.
Long tenn care is a relatively new concept, and will take time to be fully recognized as a nat1u-alcontinuation of primary health care. It involves a great
amount of community input, patience, and respect It starts as is a family issue, then often stressed families need supp01t and help. CCR has set up onisland programs to help educate families on this vast, sometimes non-medical subject.
Preventive care is a sleeper, and often goes unnoticed as an element of well being-for personal and comnmnity health. Usually the least costly form of
care, several island non-profits are actively advocating for better access to preventive care for all of us.
Emergency care, funded by the Town, staffed by island H\IITs, and transp01ted by CIC, is an excellent example of a service partnership. This
professional team is respected from all views, and has been noted and recognized as a trne lifeline from ,my home on Chebeague to the ER.

Welfare
Personal Welfare involves responsibilities of individuals and families. Sources of support and assistance are available on the island or tlu-ough the Town.
but must be sought out. Personal welfare becomes a community concern when a need is so great that another person must act for the recipient.
Awareness, education, advocacy and responsibility are essential tools to ease and comfort those in the process of helping themselves. A most tender
su~jectfor the recipient. there are sources of help. We need to talk about this more openly.
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Community Welfare on Chebeague is ,videly accepted as culturally, emotionally, physically, and financially possible. Many island organizations
pm1icipate in programs and activities that benefit all people, all ages. Two concerns, however, are voiced by islanders: affordable child care and substance
abuse among the island's youth. The needed, flexible child care is not easy to provide. and the best way to deal \Viththis at this point may be just to
reduce baniers to providing child care. Substm1ce abuse among island youngsters continues to be uncontrolled, and of great concern to Chebeaguers.
The apparent lack of existing enforcement is seen as a contributing factor.

Safety
Personal, home and community safety hazards arc threats to the general health and welfare of the island. Concerned citizens, health professionals. and
fire, police and rescue officials must continue to ,vork together to help prevent accidents, falls, and life threatening attacks. "''hen people fail to recognize
and implement acceptable safety practices, the issues then become a common or community concern. This means safety then becomes an enforcement
issue.

Summary of Concerns:
a. Holes in the existing system of child care.
b. Reluctance of people to ask for help,
c. Insufficient research conducted for people discharged from mainland facilities to their island homes.
cl. Health insurance opportunities for greater muubers of island families,
e. Femful and often dehmnanizing process to receive affordable medical help,
f. Suqnisingly sm.all numbers of island people in assistance programs,
g. Lack of adequate non-skilled home care on the island,
h. Little to no enforcement of substance abuse lmvs among island youngsters, and
i. Empty beds at Island Commons.
Positive notes:
a Island organizations and programs arc providing many helpful services.

b. Island people care about each other, and ,~ill advocate for them and help them.
c. To""n police, rescue, fire, and public \'\lOrksdepartments work in partnership "vithisland people to enhance health, welfare. and safety.
d. CTC (transportation to the mainland) is our ultimate lifeline.

e. Our islandPA has provedto be a major influence upon the quality of life of our older population.
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III J~:HEALTH \VELFARE 1-\.NDSAFETY
Recom1nendations
Rank

Now

Primary
Responsible

Secondary
Responsible
I
- --··---···----·-- Organization

Work toward making the quality of life of Chebeague residents as good as possible
by providing education about and services to maintain people's health, welfare and safety
XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

1. Health

a. Explore \vays to get supplemental funding for all levels or hon1e care

2. \Vclfarc
a. Reduce barriers to the provision of child care, e.g. zoning.
b. Facilitate conummity discussions and take Tmvn action on substance abuse.
c. Talk openly: Education on personal \Velfare, entitlements & Town welfare programs.
d. Work to connect Regional Transportation Services to fen)'.
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xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

III F: Chebeague Schools
These recommendations to S. A. D. 51, the Town of Cumberland and the Chebeague conununity rest on the assumption that high quality educational
opportunities arc essential to the future of the Island. At1racting and keeping young Cami.liesis crucial to maintaining a diverse, year round economy m1d
conunun.ity on the Island. We seek to sustain the strengths in the present school situation and remedy the deficiencies. Therefore. the goal of this section
is to

MAINTAIN A QUALITY EDUCATIONAL SYSTEl\1 AND EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE FOR STUDENTS FROM PRESCHOOL
THROUGH HIGH SCHOOL
Schooling on Chebeague
In one dimension the history of schools on O is a story of decline and loss. From the late nineteenth cent11ryto the present enrollment in Chebeague
schools dropped from the largest in the town of Cumberland (larger even than all of the town's mainland schools put together) to the smallest in the
town. In the years since World War II, the Island lost its high school, then the junior high, so that no"v the Island School provides only kindergarten and
six grades of multi grade elementary education with two teachers. Since the higher level schools closed, Chebeag11e children have conunuted by boat and
bus to mainland schools from seventh grade tlmmgh high school. And some Chebeague families are sending children across the water to elementary
grades on the mainland, or schooling them at home. These facts suggest that the surviving CI School may be in jeopardy.
Yet the CI School draws praise from parents, teachers and administrators in School Administrative DistTict 51. The Island School's proponents cite the
quality of education that: a favorable teacher/student ratio (superior to any other school in the district) and effective multi age teaching make possible. On
the other hand, the advantages of the CI School are also the sources of its limitations. Smallness may bring educational sho1tcom.ings as well. In any
given year, paiticular grades in our K-6 program may have no students or only a single student emailed or an imbalance of genders.< And in the later
years (grades 4-6), when sequential learning of certain subjects such as mathematics becomes more impmt:mt, it may be difficult to provide for each
student particular courses in the order he or she needs.
Chebeague children \.V.ithspecial needs schooled on the Island may be less \veil served, in a less timely way, than their cmmt:erparts on the mainland.
While the system does provide these services, the circumstances of island Jiving and transportation make it harder to deliver sen·ices these children need.
Island teachers and parents must be more aggressive than mainlanders in assessment of students' needs and insistence that special education staff come
t:othe students rather than transporting the children to the service provider. Services for chaJlenged or gifted st1.1dentsarc availablc -,vithin SAD 51' s
excellent system, but delivery of them to Chebeaguers can be problematic.
The success of the Chebeague School depends even more heavily than in other school situations on who is teaching and on persistent involvement by
parents in their children's educations. When good veteran teachers, experienced in multi age classes, familiar with the strncture, resources and decisionz

In 200-2001 it is anticipated total enrollment will be 26, but there will be no students in the 4th grade.
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maku1g processes of SAD 51 and positive toward Chebeague's distinctive comnnmity m1clway oflife, teach in the Island School, things go well.
Ope1mess to the Island and to parental concerns is a requirement for Chebeague teachers to succeed in educating our children. Similarly. the Island
School is at its best when parents take a sustained interest in the experiences and education of their children and conununicate regularly with their
teachers. Since the Island e1\joys a population diverse in background, but joined by allegiance to a shared way of life, any problems related to diversity
among students within the school may be resolved by conurnmication and cooperati.on among parents and teachers.

Schooling off Chebeague
Vii'henChebeague children commute to mainland schools, they face the challenge of joining a separate and .larger community of st11clents.By all reports
from Cumberland school officials, academic integration is not a problem for commuting Chebeaguers. Well prepared, except perhaps
for some children with special needs, island children move readily into their classes on the mainland, exhibiting the same diversity as their mainland
counterparts. But the Chebeaguers encounter an already established social strncture, which they may find difficult to enter, especially because of
transportation schedules. The present arrangements for transport - the Chebeague Transportation Company's fen-yboats and the school busses impede Chebeague children's participation in weekday evening and weekend activities unless parents make special efforts to include them in sports and
other extracurricular activities. These efforts are virt11allyimpossible for families where both parents work full-time. Even then, the present CTC ferry
schedule keeps both students and parents from full participation in week night evening events, unless they stay overnight on the mainland. The
commuting routine, with normal departure from school by bus to the ferry as soon as the school day ends, is presently supplemented by a late afternoon
bus that enables Chebeague children to take part in after school activities and ret1tn1home in time for supper.
We were surprised to discover that there is no emergency pla:n in case nonnal transportation bet"veen the mainland schools and the Island is disrnpted by
severe weather or mechanical breakdown. If Chebeague children were stranded on the mainland, the school authorities would need to improvise
arrangements for their care until transportation was restored.
Distance and transportation are the principal obstacles to the integration of Chebeague children into the Cumberland schools. These factors also may be
barriers to appreciation of the island ,vay of life by mainland families and their school children, most of "',.born know little about Chebeague. There is
evidence that ignorance fosters in some mainlanders prejudiced toward Chebeague as remote and inaccessible. isolated and backward. with little to offer
the more rapidly gro"'1ing. seemingly more cosmopolitm and increasingly suburban coastal town. Such attit11dessuggest that Chebeague children may
be stereotyped as different, out of the mainstream, needing less education, like.ly to lead insular lives on the island they come from. However. not
everyone agrees that this problem exists or that it is useful to raise it.

Preparation for Jobs, Careers and Further Education
In the high school years, the comse of study prepares students for post-secondary education, vocational, technical or collegiate. Our inquiries left some
doubt as to whether Chebeague students are encouraged to view high school as a stepping stone to further education or training that would enhance their.
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success or enlarge their opportunities in jobs or careers. There is some evidence that when Chebeague families deal with mainland school teachers or
counselors they are less assertive than more suburban mainlanders. In some cases, it may be assumed by the mainland school or the island family that
the student will take up a traditional island occupation for which schooling beyond high school is irrelevant and unnecessary. But it is not clear that all
Chebeague st11dentsand their families have the opportunity to understand and consider pursuing the benefits of fmther education The resources for
assisting all Chebeague fmnilies with educational choices for their sons and daughters are available in the Cumberland schools, but the use of these
resources appears to be uneven.

Cl's Contribution to School Funding
It is not ,vell understood that the magnitude of the Island's financial contribution to SAD 51 is substm1tial. The clist1icthas kindly enabled us to develop
these figures by providing per pupil costs for 1996. This 17 page analysis of all costs shows that the per pupil cost for Chebeague in 1996 was $9,413.
There were 42 sh1dents enrolled in that year. For comparison, the per pupil cost for mainland schools was $6,328. On might initially conclude that
educating Chebeague children is more expensive, ivith the district paying out an additional an additional $3,085 per pupil for that plll])OSe,and that the
Islm1d enjoys a premium in educational benefits.
But if we examine the Island's contribution to school tax revenues in relation to expenditmes for the schooling of Islm1ders in 1996, we reach a different
conclusion. Expendih1res for education and libraries in the Town of Cumberland for that year were $5,681.000. The Island's share of
this, based on percentage of taxes paid, ,vas 12 per cent. Hence the total contribution by Ishmd taxpayers to SAD 51 was 0.12 x $5,681,000 =
$681,720. Since the Island school population was 42, the per pupil tax revenue conttibuted by Island tax payers in 1996 was $681,720/42 or $1.6,231
per student. Comparison of the 1996 revenue per pupil ($16,231) with the 1996 cost per pupil ($9,413) shows that the Island paid $6,818 over and
above the SAD 51 costs for educating CI' s school population. Hence Chebeague, in a sense, provides smvlus revenues to SAD 51.
This imbalance is not well known or understood. The key point: Chebeague is paying substantially more than its propor1ional share for education. It is
for this reason that the Island urges SAD 51 to recognize the substantial premium that Chebeague is paying to the district. It is entirely reasonable,
therefore, for the Island to expect comparable educational resources, services and facilities to the mainland.

Communication and Representation
At present communication betvveen Chebeague fmnilies and the school dishict leadership comp1ises regular meetings on Chebeague of school authorities
with an active parents' advisory conunittee and occasional meetings on the Island of the SAD If 51 Board of Directors, on which no O1ebeague resident
presently sits. Vv11ilethese occasions for dialogue and identification of problems have been productive. we found considerable interest in supplementing
them with additional bodies and opportunities for school and community collaboration.
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III F: Chebeague Schools
Rank

Now

Primary
Respons[ble
Organization

Secondary
Respons101e
Organization

1. Recommendations to the Town
XXX

XXX

a. Continue and increase support to CRC and the Library

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

XXX

XXX

b. Expand opportunities for mainland children to experience CI & vice versa

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

2. Recommendations to 1\1S.AD51
a. Have teachers expe1iencecl in multi-age classrooms & knowledgeable about CI
b. Expand communication & coordination between CI and mainland schools
c. Insure equity in programs between mainland & CI schools SAD Board

cl. Continue & support role of CI School Community Advisory Committee
e. Have two School Board meetings/year on CI; publicize them.

f. Televise all School Board meetings. SAD
g. Develop teacher in-service training couTse on Chebeague.

h. Create new Conunun.ity Advisory Conunittee for CI Students on :tvlainlancl
.1. Expand and stmt earlier on 01ientation to mainland schools

2. Encourage parental involvement with schools on mainland

3. Coordinate with CTC to have flexible transportation after school
4. Implement all items in the cunent school contract with CI'C.
5. Encourage SAD to schedule administrative events so CI can go to them.
~

~

6. Develop an emergency plan for any breakdown in transportation.
3. Recommendations to the Chebeague Community
a. Develop education program on impo1tance of schools for all residents

b. Recrnit non-parents to serve on school committees.
c. Support reciprocity between CI & mainland schools & families & CI organizations.
d. Elect a resident of Chebeague to SAD Board CI voters
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IV A: TRANSPORTATION

TO THE MAINLAND

During most of the 20th century, Chebeague has been served by two providers of fen-y services. In the early 20th century both Casco Bay Lines and
theHmvswell Steam Ship Company served Chebeague. Since the 1930's, Chebeague has been served with public fen-y service both by Casco Day Lines
from Po11land, and an inner-bay service, first from Portland, then from Falmouth and, since 1959, from the Cousinq.lsland wharf at Doyle Point on
Cousins Island in Y annouth.
Today the inner-bay service is based on Chebeague and is operated by Chebeague Transpm1ation Company. It has become Chebeague's p1imary canier
of passengers handling 90% of the passenger volume \Vith Casco Bay Lines ca1T)ringthe remaining 10%. ere operates 8-10 tiips per day year-round
on vessels licensed to can-y 58-119 passengers. Casco Bay Lines provides 4-5 trips per clay serving Chebeague on vessels licensed to can}' 300-400
passengers and is the p1imat}' shipper of freight to Chebeague.
Together CTC and CBL provide the "roads" connecting Chebeague to the mainland highway system. These roads, however, are natTO\Vlanes and, in the
case of the inner-bay service, in danger of disappeaii.ng entirely due to impassioned controversy surrounding the use of the Cousins Island wharf and
Blanchard parking lot for the past 40 years. The goal of this section is to:

ASSURE AFFORDABLE AND RELIABLE FERRY TRANSPORTATION CONNECTING CHEBEAGUE WITH THE l\1AINLAND
TRANSPORTATION SYSTE1\1S BOTH IN PORTLAND AND ON COUSINS ISLAND.
Passenger Service
Casco Bay Lines ("CBL") operated by Casco Bay Island Transit District ("CBITD") nms from. the Maine State Pier on the Portland waterfront to
Chancller's Cove at the West Encl of Chebeague. CBITD was established by the legislature in 1981 upon the bankruptcy of the fonuer p1ivate fen-y
operator. CBITD is a political subdivision of the State oUv1aine encompassing Peaks, Little Diamond, Great Diamond, Long, Chebeague and Cliff
Islands located in the City of P011lancland To..,vnsof Long IslatlCland Cumberland.
Chebeague Transpo11ation Compai1y ("CTC") nms from the Stone '\Vharf at the East Encl of Chebeague to the Yanuouth Town Wharf at Doyle Point on
Cousins Island in Y annouth. CTC unde1took fcn-y operations following the retirement of the fo1111ersole proprietor who began operating water taxi
services in his lobster boat on the last leg of the inner-bay route abandoned by CBL after the completion of the bridge from the mainland to Cousins
Island in 1959. CTC's ferry operations are conducted in a business corporation that was originally capitalized thrnugh the purchase of shares by
residents of hebeague and now operates as a conunon-canier on a break-even basis as a public service.
Use of the Cousins Island wharf on Doyle Point at the foot of "111arfRoad on Cousins Island in Yannouth for the provision of feny service is integral to
CTC's operations. The whaif has been used as a fe1Tylanding for at least a cent11ry. Vilhen the b1idge linki.ng Cousins Island to the mainland ended the
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need for the inner-bay fen-y service to Cousins and Littlejohn islands, the Cousins Island whmf changed, from being the arrival point to Cousins Island.
to being the mainland tenninus of the last leg of that inner-bay service which continues to nm between Cousins and Chebeague.
Because of the greater time needed to travel the longer distance between Po1tland and Chebeague, and due to the destinations no11hof Po11land needing
access by O1ebeaguers, paiticularly students and other personnel of the SAD 51 schools, and the Chebeague Rescue which connects with the
Cumberland Rescue, CTC provides about 90% of Chebeague's passenger transportation services. Among its users are seasonal residents who own and
pay taxes on about 300 Chebeague properties .. Many of these people have been coming to Chebeague for generations. The seasonal population provides
the "critical mass" necessary to make a year-round fcn-y service economically feasible.

In the mid-l 980's, perceived growth in the ll~e of the wharf and public concern surrounding the scarcity of coastal access, lead to an agreement between
the towns of Y annouth and Cumberland for use of the wharf by CTC from 1989 thrnugh the encl of 1999. This agreement was intended as a 10 year
growth morato1ium while the towns worked to find an alternative site for a permanent feny landing location. In addition to limiting the munber of daily
feny landings and the size off eny vessels to 1989 ]evels, the 1989 agreement contemplated Yannouth's adoption of traffic ordinances restricting use of
\\llrn1f Road beyond the entrance to the Blanchard Lot limiting conunercial deliveties to the wharf and prohibiting access to the wharf-head by private
vehicles on ·weekends from May through September. These ordinances have come to be called the "over-the-hill'' rnles.
Notwithstanding the protections to their community represented by thel0-year agreement and the restricted access accomplished by the over-the-hill
rnles, residents of the \Vharf neighborhood petitioned for a nmnicipal referendum in November of 1989. If it had been successful, the referendum would
have rejected the 10-year agreement and, in its place, impose confiscatory landing fees on the ferry service designed to make it unaffordable for the users
and chive it out of business. Wide-spread support among Yannouth citizens for C1.1ebeague'sneed for access to the mainland via Cousins Island,
however, worked to defeat the referendum by a two-thirds majority in November of 1989.
In the early l 990's Cumberland and Yanuouth worked together to analyze other possible landing sites and found no alternatives other than undeveloped
land on Spruce Point at the Wyman Power Station on Cousins Island. At that time, Central lvlaine Power expressed interest in a sale of the Spruce Point
land if agreement could be reached bet\veen the towns. In 1995 negotiations between the towns broke clown over access restrictions on Cousins Island
Road and lvfaine's Depaitmcnt ofTransp01tation was asked to assist the communities to resolve the situation.
In 1996 NIDOT empanelled a group of representatives from both conunun.ities known as the Chebeague/Cousins Transpo11ation Resolution Team. The
Resolution Team was charged with the task of making reconunendations to NIDOT on a pe1manent resolution of the controversy by selecting an
alternative site acceptable two both communities. The Spruce Point site was unanimously identified in 1997 along with a set of guidelines on its use
including a Nlainland Access Authority to manage future growth. After studying this reconunendation for over a year and reviewing all 23 alternative
sites considered by the Resolution Team, }.;IDOT detennined both that the Spruce Point location is not available due to the impossibility of obtaining
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necessmy enviromnental permits for construction of the new wharf in an environmentally sensitive marine habitat, and that no other practical alternative to
the existing Cousins Island \Vh.arfexists.
In July of 1998 IvID0T announced that the current whmf location would serve as the pennanent mainland access point for the inner-bay feny service.
MD0T said that they would preserve the status quo and, with the agreement of both towns, improve the sit1iation.
The first step in maintaining the stat11squo was IvID0T's acquisition of the Blanchard Lot in October of 1999 (discussed below) and considerable work
has-been unde1taken to obtain a new agreement on the use and fut11remaintenance. of the Cousins Island wharf upon the expiration of the 1989 \Vharf
Agreement at the end of 1999. Negotiation of a long-tenn agreement including a mainland access authrnity with representatives from both towns and
MD0T failed in the fall of 1999.
The 1989 agreement expired without a new agreement in place on Januaiy 1, 2000, but Yam10uth has consistently provided assurances that access will be
maintained. In fact, a 10-year agreement providing for limited growth acceptable to Cumberland was conditionally approved by the Yannouth Town
Council in Febrnmy of 2000. Yannouth conditioned its approval. however, on changes to the Blanchard Lot lease agreement between MD0T and
Cumberland. Restrictions on the Blanchard Lot had not previously been linked to use of the Cousins Island \.Vharfand have thus far been unacceptable to
MD0T and Cumberland.

Par king and Highway Access
Since neither of O1ebeague's fenies is a car f eny, parking, both on the island and the mainland, is a necessmy component of any island transportation
system.
Parking at Chancller's Cove is limited to about 10 ca.rs (although upon completion of 1m~jorwharf renovations by 1vID0T early in 2001 this number may
almost double). In Portland's Old Port district there are vmious garages and lots at varying distances from the Casco Bay Feny TenninaL and the
residents of all six islands compete with city dwellers. commuting office workers. Old Pmt shoppers and tomists for them. tvIETR.0 buses run to the
Terminal which is located at the foot of the Old Po1t shopping and commercial district.
The Stone Wharf has approximately 70 parking spaces, but is still woefully inadequate. Mainland parking areas for crcs passengers are located at two
sites. The Blanchard lot provides 165 parking spaces located within walking distance of the ·wharf on Cousins Island. A new satellite lot. operated from
mid-Ap1il tlu·ough the New Year's holiday, provides 300 parking spaces accessed by a 6.3 mile shuttle bus ride to a fourteen acre site located on Route l
near Exit 16 of I-95. The proximity of the satellite lot. to the Cousins Island dock and to the two major n01th-south m1eries is anticipated to make access
comparatively easier than the fonner remote lot in Cumberland Center. 1l1e land for the Satellite Lot was given to Cumberland by IvID0T and the Town
financed the approximate $200,000 cost of development of the parking facility with a lease to CTC at its cost.
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Access to the wharf head on Cousins Island is both physically limited by geography and legally restricted by Yannouth's (so called) "over the hill"
ordinances. The physical limits of the current road and tum-around area at the wharf-head prevent shuttle buses from turning around at the wharf head.
Consequently they must back down the hill from the entrance to the Blanchard Lot sounding back-up warning alanus that disturb the neighborhood. The
over-the-hill access restlictions limit commercial. delive1ies to the dock and prohibit p1ivate vehicles from driving beyond the entrance to the Blanchard Lot
on weekends chning May through September unless physically handicapped passengers arc being dropped off.
NID0T has offered to work with both towns to improve the road way and turn-around area in order both to relax the over-the-hill access reshictions, and
to pe1mit the use of smaller shuttle buses that arc expected to tum around at the whaif head after the road and tum-around are reconstructed. Further.
NID0T has offered to provide 80% of the funding (i.e., $300,000) for acquisition of the smaller buses as a means of ameliorating neighborhood noise
created by the back-up alarms of the current shuttle buses.
The 20% local share (i.e., $60,000) of the capital cost of these buses is expected to be provided by Cumberland, but the increased operating cost of
staffing more buses with additional drivers will be bom by users of the fcny service. The cost of design and construction of improvements to the
road and tum-arotmd, as well as the $600,000 cost of acquisition of the Blanchard Lot, :will be shared by NID0T and the Town of Cumberland on an
80/20 ratio, respectively. The desig11budget established by "tv'ID0T is set at $200,000. but the cost of constrnction is not yet known.
NID0T's lease of the Blanchard Lot to Cumberland limits parking for the next 50 years to 165 spaces, including 15 spaces with ptiority for Yannouth
residents. Histmically it was privately operated by Robett Blanchard, but for the past 20 years or so it was leased to CTC under a long-tenn lease
expi1ing at the encl of 1999. Faced with the expiration of this ammgement. NID0T acquired the Blanchard Lot in 1999 for a piice of $600,000 and has
made it available as pmt of the public fony transportation system operated by CTC through a lease to the Town of Cumberland and sublease to CTC for
$1.00 per year, but this ammgement is ClllTently being challenged in comt by the former owner.
P1ior to the cmTent litigation, the competing needs of the Cousins Island community and users of CTC's fen;' service had been the subject of litigation
three times since 1976 rcsulti.ng in a series of court ordered consent decrees regulating levels of parking and barging activities. The capacity of the
Blanchard Lot has been inadequate for many years and operation of shuttle bus services and remote parking between Memorial Day and Labor Day
weekends has histo1ically been the solution proposed by Cousins Island residents to protect the neighborhood from the burden of stunmer traffic.
Physical and legal limits on the munber of cars that can park at the Blanchard Lot causes use of the Satellite Lot to continue long after sununer cottages
near the Cousins Island wharf have been closed for the season. Year-round resident needs for parking have increased to the point that it may become
necessary to ask year-round people to accept spaces in the Satellite lot and run the shuttle bus service all year at a cost of approximately $5.000 per
month for shut1le bus operations. This need is d1iven. not by a significant increase in population on O1ebeague, but by an increase in Island residents
seeking access to mainland employment opportunities and the presstu-e on island residents to maintain automobiles on the mainland in order to pmticipate
in an increasingly car-dependent society.
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In 1997 lVIDOT's Chebeague/Cousins Transpo11ation Resolution Team recommended that parking near the whaif be increased from the cunent 165 car
limit, to 286 (with provision for fm1her future expansion) in order to pennit shunle bus operations to cease after Columbus Day, but this recommendation
was predicated on the development of a ne\.v site for whmf and pat·king facilities located on lat1d adjacent to the Wyman Power Stati.on on Cousins Island.
MDOT was unable to implement the reconm1enclation due to pennitting difficulties with tbe site, but the fact remains that a balanced group of
representatives from both communities recognized an immediate need for additional parking for Cbebeaguers near the wharf.
The harsh fact remains that use of the Satellite Lot and costly shuttle bus operations, 01iginally intended for summer residents, can now be suspended
only from early January to micl-Aptil. Now that :WIDOThas detennined that the site for mainland access for Chebeague will pennanently remain at the
Cousins Island \\tliarf, the need for more parking neat· the ·wharf must be addressed in the future.

Barging and Freight
Transpo11ation of vehicles of all kinds is critical to the functioning of an Island community. CTC's 100-ton barge predominantly transpo11sprivate autos
and small to medium sized trucks on a tide-dependent schedule between the beach at the Blanchard Lot and a vehicle ramp on the Stone \\tliarf. CTC's
barge operations are legally restricted to operate only between 7:00 AM and 5:00 PM Tuesdays through Thursdays. In 1997 CTC's barge canied 519
vehicles.
Other barge operations in Casco Bay include Lionel Plante Associates and Intercoastal Matine, operating principally from Po11lai1cl'seast encl beach.
These companies each have two barges with larger carrying capacities than CTC's. These barges generally land on the beach at Be1mett's Cove on the
West End of 01ebeague due to its proximity to P011land. They are not allowed to land on Cousins Island.
CBL canies the United States M'lil, UPS, at1dFed Ex, as well as conunercially shipped groceries, appliances, and other lai·ge household items on its
passenger vessels (one of which is equipped with a crane for transfening freight). Also one or two cars can be carried on the Maquoit IL
CTC handles smaller items, including groceries and supplies-- most of them h,mcl-carricclby the pac,sengers -- on its passenger vessel.
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IV A: Transportation to the l\ilainland
Recommendations

Rank Now

Primarv
Respons{ble
Organization

.

Secondarv
Responsible
(

Assure affordable and reliable transportation connection for Chebeague with
the mainland transpo11ation system both in P011land and Cousins Island.
XXX

XXX

l. Arrange for permanent continued use of Cousin's Island Wharf.

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

XXX

XXX

2. To ensure safety, construct improvements to Vvhaif Road and tum-around.

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

3. Explore making barging schedule more flexible within existing resttictions.
4. Continued involvement by Cumberland & MDOT to maintain affordability.

5. Appoint Committee to work with Town to reevaluate CTF recommendations.
6. Consensual purchase on land for additional parking on Cousin's Island.
7. Continue to suppo11 CBIT service to Chebeague.
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IV B: TRANSPORTATION ON CHEBEAGUE
Chebeague's road system and the access points to vmious wharves and landing places were established before cars became the dominant fonn of
transpor1ation. Over the years, roads have been upgraded to allow for cars. and parking has been created for them in places where people gather. such as
at stores, public buildings and feny docks. Sometimes this accommodation to cars has been satisfactory and sometimes it is inadequate. But one of the
characteristics of the Island is that cars and their needs have never become as dominant as they are on the mainland. The goals for transpor1ation on tbe
Island are to:

ENSURE SAFE AND EFFECTIVE ROADS WITHOUT CHANGING THEIR BASIC CHARACTER.
PROVIDE ADEQUATE PUBLIC PARKING ARRANGEMENTS AT WHARVES AND OTHER PLACES WifilRE IT IS NEEDED.
Because a substantial part of the passenger, freight and conunercial fishing activity is focused on Chandler Cove Wharf and the Stone \\'1rnrf, conflicts
among uses, safety and parking have been chronic issues for many years. Especially at the Stone Wharf, the growth of the CTC as the Island's major
transportation link to the mainland, has brought these issues to the fore and has resulted in a series of past proposals for dealing with them. These
proposals, including the one to lrnve a new wharf at Sunset Landing have led to some improvements but no major resolution of the conflicts.
There seems to be a some agreement on the Island, at least among the fishermen and at the CTC, that another \Vharf is not needed. This judgment is
conditional on the State's reconstruction of the Chandler Cove wharf and the Stone Wharf being adequately maintained and perhaps enlarged by the
Town. State DOT is in the process of planning for the reconstrnction of the Chandler Cove wharf. Parking for the new wharf will be increased.
As the Long-Range Planning Committee discussed options for dealing with parking at the Stone Wharf, however, it became evident that this is one of the
most contentious issues that it is examining. There are many users and abutters -- fishennen, people taking the CTC fen}', people barging on the CTC
barge, recreational boaters, workmen corning over to the Island in their own boats, the owners of the historic Kendall house next to the wharf. and golfers
using the Golf Course that comes almost down to the water. with a tee on the wharf itself. After several discussions, the Committee decided that the most
realistic reconunendation on this issue would be to have a separate process to try to find solutions to these conflicts.

Roads and Traffic
Today there are about 350 registered (functioning as opposed to junked) cars on the Island. Because additional cars are brought out dm-ing the smmner.
theremaybe 250 to 300 cars being chiven around clming the winter and between 500 and 600, at any given time chuing the summer. The Island now has
10.3 miles of paved public road m1d4.7 nules of public gravel roads. There are many more private gravel roads, sometimes serving one house, but often
providing access to several. Besides using cars, residents also get ar·ound on the Island by walking and biking. Chebeague now has a 30 mph speed limit,
set by State DOT in 1997. The issue now is to educate people th,1tthere is a speed limit and what it is. At present there are no speed limit signs on the .
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Island.
Chebeague has a few "major" paved public roads -- North, South, Cottage, John Small and the roads to the feny docks. There additional unpaved public
roads, like the crossroads. But most of the other roads on the Island are unpaved private roads that may have begun as chiveways for one house, but now
often serve several.
Design standards for roads insure that they are accessible to service vehicles that need to use them, especially the fire trucks and ambulance, but also the
school bus, police car and snowplows. Standards normally apply to public roads but can cover private roads as well. On the mainland the
Comprehensive Plan has a policy that the Town should not allow p1i.vateroads that do not conform to Town design standards. This is because it is not
uncommon for o...vners of private roads, after a while, to ask the Town to take them over as public roads, especially for snow plowing. Vvl1enstandards
for private roads were recently adopted on the mainland, however, Chebeague was largely exempt from them because so many more of the roads on the
Island are p1ivate.

It may make sense to have specific road design standards on Chebeague to sllike a balance that is suitable to the Island between the need to provide
adequate access for vehicles, and the desire to not have roads that are "over designed" -- too wide, too stl·aight or too paved. New public roads are not
built often, but new subdivisions do have them. And as development continues on the Island and p1i.vateroads often serve several houses, it may make
sense to set some specific standards for private roads as \.Veil.
Road lVIaintenance

The condition of Chebeague's roads ranked 12th overall among the Town services rated on the questionnaire. and 13th, or last, among year-round
residents. On the other hand, this could be an expensive item. In making the calculation of whether it is useful to spend money on road maintenance, it is
essential to have some understanding about road condition, maintenance and maintenance costs.
Regular and timely maintenance of roads, even ones that don't ca1Tya lot of traffic, is essential if the roads are to remain usable. The basic "take home"
message is that the least costly option is to do routine and preventive maintenance of roads when they are in good condition.
Many island's paved roads show signs of distress -- alligato1ing of the smface, potholes and tire ruts. If these processes are not reversed, the cost to
b1ing roads up to an acceptable condition can be many times more expensive than the cost of timely repair. Allowing a road's condition to deteiiorate
from "fair" to "very poor" will increase repair costs five times. In recent years DPW has focused primaiily on "road", rather than "smface" maintenance.
They have been renewing the drainage ditches besides the roads. Proper drainage underneath the road is necessary for the pavement on top to last.
However, surface maintenance has been limited to patching.
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In the Town's detailed 1999 Pavement Management Study done by Casey and Godfrey, Engineers, 34 percent of Chebeague's paved road mileage was
rated as less than "fair" (very poor, poor and poor/fair), 36 percent was ''fair" and the balance of 32 percent was graded better than fair (fair/good, good or
ve1y good). Iflinle or no maintenance is clone, by 2003, 86 percent of the paved mneage on Chebeague would be in poorer than fair condition. To
maintain our ctment road conditions, that is, to stop nonnal detc1ioration from fair to poor, our surface maintenance budget would need to increase from
its ctment. $15,000 to $50,000 per year.
The Town has exhausted the supply of gravel in the present gravel pit. One way to reduce the cost of road maintenance would be to open a new gravel
pit.

Paper Streets
Vlhen land is subdivided for development the individual or company that creates the subdivision lays out streets to provide access to it. These arc deeded
to the Town. In some cases development of the subdivision never takes place or is much less than the developer hoped. This was trne of a number of
subdivisions on Chebeague at the turn of the 20th century. In other cases the road may be built initially but later is absorbed into adjoining private
property. In either case, the roads go on existing on the Town's books as "paper streets". The :Maine State Legislature has adopted a law requiring towns
to review all their paper streets and decide whether they want to keep their claims or let them lapse. These paper streets can be a valuable asset to
Chebeague, in pmticular, since they are often located in subdivisions laid out on the shore.
Cumberland has commissioned Do1ma Damon to study Chebeague's paper streets in detail. She has made recommendations to the Town Planner on the
streets in the Nubble View and Waldo Point subdivisions, and is completing a report on Sunset L·mding. She has several other sh1dies that still need to
be done.
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IV B: Transportation on Chebeague
Rmk

Primary
Responsible
Organization

Now

Secombrv
Responsible
Organization

Insmc safe and effective roads without changing their basic character.
XXX

XXX

1. Establish a new Stone Wharf Study Committee

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

XXX

XXX

2. Traffic regulations

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

a. Post speed lim.it signs at wharves
b. Post bike regulations at wharves
c. Enforce the speed limit
d. Have DPW review traffic control measures and make recommendations

3. Road standards
a. Request traffic volume studies
b. Adopt standards for publ.ic roads
c. Explore creating standards for private roads

4. Road maintenance
a. DPW rcp01t on objectives for CI, develop process for reporting needed repairs.
b. Hold public discussion and agree on plan about surface maintenance.
c. Explore development of a new gravel pit.

5. Hold hearings & make decisions on paper streets to prescrYc access rights
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V Island's Relationship with Cumberland
Chebeague is pm1 of the Town of Cumberland. This is both a statement of obvious fact and an affinnation of that fact. Affinnation is necessary because
there are many characte1istics of the town that create inevitable tensions between Cbebcaguers and both residents of the mainland and the Town
government.
We develop a series of recommendations to create institutionalized structures and processes to overcome these tensions. The goal of this section is to:
INCREASE INSTITUTIONALIZED
INTERACTION AND COMJ.VIUNICATI0N BETWEEN CI-IBBEAGUE RESIDENTS A.l"ID TOWN
POLI CY -l\.1AKING AND ADl\11!\TISTRATIVE OFFICIALS
As towns go, Cumberland is unusual in being pm1lyon the mainland and pa11lyon an island. Portland, of course, faces the same situation, and tensions
with Long Island ultimately lead to its succession.
At the simplest level, Chebeague is an uncom1ected island. Our most used fen-y service lands in Yannouth. The new "remote" parking lot for the CTC is
almost in Yarmouth. Once O1ebeaguers get to the mainland, Cumberland Center and the Town Office is still a 20 to 30 minute chive away. l'vlany
O1ebeague residents are sununer people who hardly know mainland Onnberland and don't follow Town affairs. On the other side, most mainJand
Cumberland residents have probably never been to Chebeague because the t1ip is cumbersome and expensive. So the old saying "out of sight. out of
mind" seem relevant 011 both sides.
At the next level, institutional and governmental structures have allO\-veda political distance to develop. The shift from the Town Nleeting to the Council
Manager form of government in the early 1970s is one factor. In yearly Town Meeting, islanders and mainlanders had to argue, negotiate and trade off
over ordinances and the budget. Now, the Town administration is more professionalized and the Council, on which O1ebeague is represented. is more
distant.
The separation between the Town govenunent and MSAD 51 which spends a substantial amount of our tax money makes the sit1iation more complicated.
Many Islanders do not realize that they operate completely separately and that Town taxes have not risen in the same maimer as school taxes.
Many necessary "practical" actions on the pat1 of the Town and the Island accentuate the distance. Pl arming for growth management and open space. for
example, has taken place separately for the mainland and for Chebeague. Of course Chebeaguers would not want a conunittee made up piimaiily of
mainlanders to be recommending policies for them, but the process initially created some comments. The comprehensive property reevaluation of 1996
provoked many questions on Chebeague about whether we were getting our "share" of Town services; but probably mainlanders were asking the same
question.
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On the planning survey there was a question that hied to find out about residents' perceptions about Islanders' roles in Town and MSAD 51 decisionmaking and the responsiveness of those governmental units to the Island's concerns. One of the most interesting things about the responses was the
number of people who felt they just did not have enough infonnation to answer. This was especially true of sununer people. about 25 percent of whom
did not answer in relation to the Town. Of course they arc not around as much. generally cannot vote, and may not want to be paying attention to political
issues when they are on vacation. But they do pay taxes and do get invol vcd on issues like the property reevaluation and the CTC's dispute with
Yannouth.
Year-round residents, for their pmt considered both that Islanders were not enough involved in Town government and that the Town was not responsive
enough on Island issues. The scale ranged from 1 (not enough involvement/responsiveness) to 5 (too much involvement/responsiveness). The general
pattern was a majority who gave scores of 1 or 2, and a substantial minority who gave a score of 3 indicating that involvement and responsiveness was
"about tight". The mean evaluation by year-round residents oflslandcr involvement was 2.21. and of Town responsiveness was 2.05.
Like questions about taxes, questions about the responsiveness of govenunent bay tap into some generalized cynicism or discontent. Respondents'
specific evaluation of "general government services" provided by the Town was actually quite high, with a mean of 5.08 or a scale from l (very
dissatisfied) to 7 (very satisfied). But in their evaluations here, respondents did not spare Islanders either, saying, on average, that they should be more
involved. Some people also did comment in the open-ended questions that Islanders should work more on having better relations with the Town.
Common Interests and Needs
Despite the tensions, Chebeague and the mainland have much in co1.m11on
and Chebeague certainly needs and benefits from being pmt of the Town. The
mainland wants to preserve some if its agricultural character and heritage in the face of suburbanization. Chebeague ·wants to preserve its fishing inclushy
in the face of development for summer people and retirees "from away".

More impo1tant, since the shift to the Council/Nlanager system, the Town has had a unified budget that does not distinguish behveen mainland and island
expenditures. Chebeague has a small year-round population, about 5 percent of the Town, and some Island services have higher costs than on the
mainland because of things like the expense of transpo11ation. Over the last several years it has gotten about 11.5 percent of Town expenditures
including capital items. Chebeague pays about 13 percent of the Town's taxes. ls this fair? This was a big issue after the comprehensive reassessment.
But maybe it isn't relevant. The unified budget does not use this kind of calculation. In it Chebeague is treated as "just another" pai1 of the Town with its
own pm1icular needs.
The idea of defining Chebeague's needs and then considering how they should be met has been taken seriously in this planning effo11. The Town is
central to meeting many of these needs, though some require action by other govenunental bodies or private organizations.
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V Island's Relationship

with Cumberland

Rccom men elations

Rank

Primary
Responsible
(

Now

Secondary
Responsible
l

I

l

Increase Institutionalized interaction ,md communication bel\veen CI
residents and Town policy making and administration officials.
XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

1. Budgeting
a. Chebeague should monitor To"vn expenditures on Island
b. That information should be available to Island residents IC, 1M, FD
c. Town should revise records to identify direct expendinu-es on CI FD
cl. Budget meeting on Island with Council & depattment heads C, TM, IC

2. Coordination on Island policy-making and administration
a. Council should reconstit11teIsland Committee C
b. Island meetings with Town deDmtment heads to discuss needs. DI-Is
c. Consider having a member of Town staff on Chebeague. regularly 1M, IC
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xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

Ch<.'beague Long-Range Planning Committee and Subcommittees
Chai1men: Councilman Jim Phipps mid Sam Ballard

Population*

Ground "''atcr

Werlands

Land Use

Carol vVhite

Svlvia Ross
Mabel Doughty
Beth Howe

Beth Howe

Donna Damon
J mni KomLosy

Mark
Eyenna.n

Open Space
& Recreation
Mabel Doughty
Svlvia Ross
Beth Howe

Island Economy

Fishing
Economy

Martha Hamilton
Nancv Adams
Louise Doughty
Alnah Robinson

Ernie Burgess
Sam Ballard

Erik Hellstedt
Mark Eyerman

Affordable
Housing

Health &
Welfare

Jean Dyer
Ann Thaxter

Pommy Hatfield
Jane F1izzell
Donna Larson

Education
Al Traina
Phil Jorden

Transportation
to Mainland

Transportation
on CI

Ann Thaxter
Jean Dyer
DavidHill
Jim Phipps

Beth Howe
Adam Ogden

Chebeaguc's
Relation to Town of
Cumberland
Sam Ballard
Jim Phipps
Bob Benson
Melodv Main
Adam ()gden
Joe Chan-on
Marlene Bowen
Med Bowen

* In

Preparation
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SOLID

YEAR
MONTH

1996_

1_9_9_5_
_

WASTE TO R.W.S.

1_991

__ 1998

1999_

2000

January

184.90

179.89

204.61

192.30

191.10

184.53

February

144.88

154.08

152.55

163.73

167.36

171.20

March

177.17

148.88

164.92

187.13

188.09

193.05

April

291.90*

347.03*

233.12*

179.17

190.87

181.92

May

219.80

200.44

175.02

217.70*

277.75*

*304.98

June

215.15

190.25

201.01

229.98

222.10

July

208.09

232.78

223.52

224.88

212.91

August

249.42

224.45

175.55

194.03

251.36

September

196.76

193.89

247.89

245.27

229.28

October

300.20*

343.81*

260.72*

273.00*

270.87*

November

203.80

172.94

185.99

197.09

209.37

December

168.69

194.62

214.89

208.16

230.40

2,439.79

2,512.44

Total

2,560.76

2,583.06

NOTE: All Measurements

in

* Bulky Waste Pick-up

week

tons
included

2,641.46

CUMBERLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT

Emergency
829-3120

290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, Maine 04021

Business
829-6391

"To Protect and Serve"

Fax
829-4214
829-2211

Joseph J. Charron
Chief

Mr.Robert Benson,
Town Manager
Town of Cumberland

May 30, 2000

Dear Mr. Benson,
In early November 1999, after followingthe most recent schoolviolence incident,I proceededto
evaluate the department's abilityto respondeffectivelyto an incidentsintilar to those occurringacross the
nation. The first step was to evaluatethe officerstraining in various incidentresponses.As a result, three
officers includingmyselfat1endedan "InternationalAssociationof Chiefs of Police" sponsoredtraining
program in New Hampshiretitled " RapidResponseto Criticalhlcidents". The trainingaffordedme the
opportunityto evaluatefurther, the needs of the department.
As you recall in late 1999 a numberof CumberlandCountySchoolswere experiencingan
overwhelmingnumber of bomb threats. As a result this departmentsponsoreda training se1ninarentitled
"Responseto Bomb Threats" facilitatedby the "New England Chemicaland ExplosivesDisposal Corp".
The trainingwas al1endedby various departmentsfrom across the state, and held in the councilchambers
of the town hall. All membersof the CumberlandPoliceDepartmentauended this training.This particular
trainingprovidedhands on experiencefor first respondingofficersin buildingsearchesfor explosive
devices.
During the followingmonths,OfficerDalbec the SchoolResourceOfficer has auended severalout of
state training programssuch as "ResponseTo School Violence","High Risk Entry and Contaimnent"and
"Crisis NegotiationTraining".Most of the trainingprogramswere focusedon responseto incidents
occurring in schools.
While continuingwith ongoingtraining,I evaluatedthe equipmentneeds of the departmentin the event
of a long sustainedincident.In December1999 the CumberlandRescue Departmentretired their oldest
rescue wtlt. I approachedChiefBolducand inquiredof his intentionsfor the retiredrescuevehicle
disposition.ChiefBolducadvised that it would probablygo to auction. I discussedthe possibilityof
retaittlngthe vehicleand retrofittingit as an "Incident CommandVehicle"that could be shared by
Cumberland,Falmouthand Yannouth PoliceDepartments.Chief Bolduc agreed this wouldbe a good use
for the vehicle. After meetingwith you and discussingthis option we agreed I would meet with the
Yarmouthand FalmouthChiefs.
In late December1999, I met with Chief Tolan and ChiefPerry here at the Public SafetyBuilding.
During that meetittgall Chiefs agreedthere is a need for such a vehicle and all gave examplesof incidents
that have occurreditt their townsin whichthe vehicle would have been of extremevalue. We ended the
meeting with the excitedprospectof obtaininga much neededpiece of equipmentand an agreementfor
inter-departmentalcooperationthat wouldallow sharingof equipmentas well as costs. In late January
2000, I receiveda call from ChiefPerry of Yam1outhadvisit1ghe has acquireda sitnilarvehicle it1his town
and has opted to not participatein the three towns "IncidentCommandVehicle".After hearittgfrom Chief
Perry, I contactedChief Tolan and we both agreed to contitmewith the projectand share the veltlcleand
costs associatedwith it.

In April 2000, the vehicle was painted and in May 2000, lettered with Falmouth/Cumberland,Incident
CommandVehicle. Chief Tolan and myself have met regularlyto discuss the use of the vehicle as well as
equippingit. In regards to vehicle use we felt it appropriateto offer both Falmouthand Cumberland'sFire
Departmentsaccess of the vehicle for extendedfire incidentsas a location for press releases, arson
investigationand similar situations. Because of the vehicles long tem1capabilitiessome examples of police
use are, critical incidents, extended crime scene investigations,fatal accident investigations,natural disaster
incidents, missing person search conmumdpost, schoolviolence and bomb threat investigations,barricaded
subject incidents, communityevents, marine incidents,recovery, and other situationsrelated to public
safety needs.

The vehicle will be equipped with school and public building floor plans from both Cumberlandand
Falmouth, as well as various departmentsreporting forms. The vehicle radio will be re-progrrumnedwith
both departments' prin1aryand secured channels and is currentlyequipped with a cell phone. The Fahuouth
Public Works Department providingfor work space and equipment storage completedthe interior
retrofitting.To date we expect the vehicle to be operationalwithin one montl1.
The projected total cost of the vehicle retrofit is estimated to be $3000, this would be $1500 per
department.There is not budgetaryincrease associatedwith the project. All costs will be absorbedwithin
the current budget. Equipment purchasesfor the vehicle will also be absorbedby each department's
budgets ru1dpurchaseswill be made over a period of time on an as needed basis.
I feel this is a unique opportunityto foster a cooperativeeffort between the two towns police and fire
departments,as well as acquiring a much needed piece of equipment at a reasonableand shared cost.

Sincerely,

~uJ1)CJ~
us;p~-/~harron
Chief of Police

Newsft-omthe StatePlanningOffice...
Key Smart Growth Measures Enacted by Legislature
SUMMARY. Smart Growth bill (LD 2600) from the Task Force on State Office Building
Location, Other State Growth-related Capital Investments and Patterns of Development:
The Maine Legislature and Governor King have passed and signed into law a number of key smart
growth initiatives. The initiatives are the culmination of a multi-year effort and collaboration on the part
of a number of important groups and forums -- including two legislative Task Forces, the Governor's
Cabinet Committee on Smart Growth, the ECO/ECO Smart Growth Forum, and GPCOG's Smart Growth
Workshop.
The initiatives embrace a non-regulatory approach which strives to encourage growth and development
which is less costly to service, has less impact on our environment and wildlife habitat, and will support
and encourage livable communities and neighborhoods.
The newly-enacted measures feature:

*Downtowns: The Maine Downtown Center is established to encourage downtown
revitalization in Maine communities through advocacy, infonnation, training and technical assistance to
communities. The State Planning Office is directed to work with the DECD and others in developing
policies and incentives to encourage investment in Maine's downtowns.
*New School Locations: The State Board of Education will develop rules regarding the siting of
new schools. Priority locations to be considered are locally designated growth areas identified in a
comprehensive plan or, in the absence of a comprehensive plan, areas served by a public sewer system,
areas identified as census designated places or compact areas of urban compact communities.
*State Growth Related Investments: State growth-related capital investments are to be directed
to locally designated growth areas as identified in local comprehensive plans, or, if there is no
comprehensive plan, to areas with public sewers capable of handling the development, census designated
places, or compact areas of urban compact communities as defined in transportation law.
*State Office Locations: The Bureau of General Services will develop site selection criteria for
state facilities that give preference and a scoring advantage to priority locations, identified as service
center downtowns, service center growth areas and downtowns and growth areas in other communities.
*Reports to Legislature: The Land and Water Resources Council will submit a report to the
Legislature with an evaluation of the use of incentives to keep rural land undeveloped, and the SPO and
the DEP are directed to promote the Maine Municipal Brownfields Revolving Loan Fund and the
Voluntary Response Action Program.

* Model Codes for Municipalities: The SPO is required to work with municipalities and
regional councils to develop model land use ordinances that accommodate smart growth design standards
and provide for flexibility in zoning regulations to allow for traditional. compact development in
designated growth areas and to preserve and revitalize existing neighborhoods.

*Information, Grants and Technical Assistance for Municipalities: There was a $1.7 million
appropriation of funds for grants for financial and technical assistance to municipalities, grants to regional
councils and smart growth initiatives.
Task Force: A Joint Order establishes the Task Force to Study Growth Management, to conduct
a review of the Growth Management Act and related issues.

*Managing highway access: The access managementlaw was modified and the MOOT was directed and
municipalities were authorized to make rules that establish priorities that assure avoidance, minimizationand
mitigation of the negative impacts of access on highway operations consistent with functional classifications.
MOOT is to work cooperatively with the SPO and regional councils to provide training, technical assistance and
information to municipalities on road planning and maintenance, sidewalks and neighborhood involvement.
*Service Center Relief Fund: The bill establishes a second-tier of revenue sharing by creating the Service
Center Relief Fund for the purposes of providing general revenue sharing aid to service center communities based
upon the comparative non-educational tax burden of each municipality.
*Farm and Open Space Law: The bill reduces the recapture penalty for withdrawal of farmland from the
farm and open space tax program to the minimum penalty required by the State Constitution and allows
municipalities to be reimbursed an amount equal to 90% of the per acre tax revenue lost as a result of assessing
farmland according to its current use value.
*Sales Tax Exemption: Sales tax for electricity used in commercial agriculture, commercial aquaculture
and commercial fishing is to be exempted.

For more detailed information, contact John DelVecchio at the SPO,
1-800-662-4545.

Maine Municipal
Association
60 COMMUNITYDRIVE
AUGUSTA,
MAINE04330-9486
(207) 623-8428

www.memun.org

Memorandum
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

Key Municipal Officials of MMA's Member Municipalities
Lee Young, President, MMA
May 31, 2000
BALLOTS FOR ELECTION TO MMA'S LEGISLATIVE POLICY COMMITTEE

MMA's member municipalities have made their nominations for the 2000-2002 Legislative
Policy Committee (LPC). It is now time to elect your representatives to serve on the Committee.
Number of votes

Most municipalities are asked to vote for two candidates, because there are two elected
LPC members for most districts. Some municipalities only vote for one candidate, because the
other LPC member in that district is appointed. You are instructed on the ballot (above the list
of candidates) whether to vote for two candidates or just one.
Candidate profiles

If you are not familiar with any of the candidates, please review the Candidate Profiles on
the back of the ballot. Feel free, also, to contact the candidates directly.
Write-in candidates

In addition to the candidates listed on the ballot, you may vote for a candidate whose name
you write in. The write-in candidate need not be from your municipality, but must be from a
municipality in your Senate/LPC district. Check to be sure the write-in candidate is willing to serve if
elected! Write-in candidates should be communicating their interest in serving among the municipal
officers within their district.
If you are instructed to vote for two candidates and only one candidate is on the ballot,
please use the "write-in" line for your second vote, if you know of someone who is willing to serve.

Deadline for returning ballot
Return ballot by June 30, 2000, to:
State and Federal Relations Dept.
Maine Municipal Association
60 Community Drive, Augusta, ME 04330
FAX: 626-3358

Your participation is important -- Thank You!

OFFICIAL BALLOT -District 26
Maine Municipal Association's Legislative Policy Committee
July 1, 2000 - June 30, 2002 term

VOTE FOR TWO:

□

□
municipality

position

name

MUNICIPALITY: ___________

_

PS

write in)

(/

write in)

municipality

position

name

(/

DATE:

BY SELECTMEN/COUNCILORS:

signature

print name

signature

print name

signature

print name

signature

print name

signature

print name

Return by 5:00 p.m., June 30, 2000, to:
Tina Means, Maine Municipal Association
60 Community Drive, Augusta, Maine, 04330
FAX: 626-3358

MEMO

DATE:

JUNE 6, 2000

TO:

BOB BENSON

FROM:

KLARA NORTON

RE:

SHELLFISHCOMMISSION AGENDA ITEMTO APPOINT A NEW
MEMBERTO THE SHELLFISHCOMMISSION.

Thomas Calder, a member of the Shellfish
May 31, 2000. I show his term of office

commission, resigned
expiring
in 2002.

on

Ted Curtis spoke with the Shellfish
Commission members and they
have recommended Cecil Amos Doughty to replace Tom Calder.
The
Shellfish
Commission members feel it's
important to have one of
their members represent
Chebeague Island and Amos Doughty is a
Chebeaguer. Also, it's
important for Chebeaguer's
to have a voice
in all this as most of the commercial shellfish
license holders
are from Chebeague, plus most of the clamming is done on
Chebeague.
Thank you for your help on this.

JENSEN BAIRD GARDNER

& HENRY

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

f[R E. WEBBER
.~ETII M. COLE Ill
IOI.ASS. NADZO
NKII.FRYE
,1DJ. JONES
;HAEL A. NELSON
llARD 11. SPENCER, JR
NALD A. EPSTEIN
I.LIA~! II. DALE
SEPll 11.GROFF Ill

F. BRUCE SLEEPER
DEBORAH M. MANN
LESLIE E. LOWRY Ill
PATRICIA MCDONOUGH DUNN
MICIIAELJ. QUl:',LAN
R. LEE IVY
NATALIE I. BURNS
SALLY J. DAGGETT
BRENDA:', P. RIELLY
SUZAN:',[ R. SCOTT

TEN FREE STREET
P.O. BOX4510
PORTLAND, MAINE 04112
(207) 775-7271

RAYMONDE. JENSEN
M. DONALD GARDNER

YORK COUNTY
OFFICE

MERTON C. HENRY

TELECOPIER (207) 775.7935

JOHN D. BRADFORD
JAM ts L KAPLAN

11 MAINSTR£I.T. SUIT[ 4
KENNEBUNK. MAI~[

OF COUNSEL

o.-o.u

(JOT)91S-4676
TELECOPJER (207) 98S-49J2

K.ENNETit BAIRD
(1914-1987)

February 3, 2000

Robert B. Benson, Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Dear Bob:
Enclosed herewith please find our bill for legal services for the month of January, 2000.
The breakdown into the various categories is as follows:

I '1()O::E;~ Code Enforcement - ZBA (Frustaci, etc.)
/ 7~
13 Planning-(Stonegate, etc.)

$ 1,000.00

1,000.00
500.00
350.00

Flintlock Ridge
11 OQJSt7Police personnel
I 7 oooS"i9Chebeague Issues (MDOT, CTC &
Blanchard Lot Suit)
17ooo-S/I General Administration

5,000.00
-+,556.25

~,o3'i.7 7

$-9,406.25-

°l,'t'?'/,77

If you have any question in regard to the enclosed, please let me know.
Very truly yours,

.Lz__

Keleth M. Cole lII
KMC/ab
Enclosure

JENSEN BAIRD GARDNER

& HENRY

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

WALTER E. WEBBER
KENNETH M. COLE Ill
NICHOLAS S. NADZO
FRANK II. FRYE
DAVID J. JONES
MICHAEL A. NELSON
RICHARD H. SPENCER, JR.
RONALD A. EPSTEIN
WILLIAM H. DALE
JOSEPH II. GROFF Ill

F. BRUCE SLEEPER
DEBORAH M. MANN
LESLIE E. LOWRY Ill
PATRICIA MCDONOUGH DUNN
MICHAEL J. QUINLAN
R. LEE IVY
NATALIE L BURNS
SALLY J. DAGGETT
BRENDAN P. RIELLY
SUZANNE R. SCOTT

TEN FREE STREET
P.O. BOX 4510
PORTLAND, MAINE 04112
(207) 775-7271

RAYMO:0-D
[, JENSEN

YORK COUNTY
OFFICE

M. DONALD GARDNER
MERTO:"' C. HENRY

TELECOPIER (207) 775.7935

JI MAIN STREET, SUIT[,&

JOHN D. BRADFORD

KENNEBUNK.MAINE0.&0U

JA~IES £, KAPLAN

(201) 98S.-,676

O>' COUNSEL

TELECOPIER (201) 98S.-,9Jl

K£NN£TII BAIRD
(191<·1981)

March 7, 2000

Robert B. Benson, Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Dear Bob:
Enclosed herewith please find our bill for legal services for the month of February, 2000.
The breakdown into the various categories is as follows:

/9~

Code Enforcement
/70ooS15 Planni11g___
/
1"ICl)tir\B Flintlock Ridge -(bv1q
/CJOOOS
17 Police personnel
I °JouJ::.-17
Chebeague Issues (MOOT, CTC &
Blanchard Lot Suit)
3f:JJ:r£// Val Halla
/ '7ooaSII General Administration

$ 500.00

500.00
250.00
200.00
3,000.00
450.00
1,912.50 ;), 1~'-{,1I

$'6,81250 7,oroL/,
7J

-If you have any question in regard to the enclosed, please let me know.
Very truly yours,

~

KLS ~ ½
Cole III

KMC/ab
Enclosure

JENSEN BAIRD GARDNER & HENRY
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

WALTER E. WEBBER
KENNETH M. COLE III
NICHOLAS S. NADZO
FRANK H. FRYE
DAVID J. JONES
MICHAEL A. NELSON
RICHARD II. SPENCER, JR
RONALD A. EPSTEIN
WILLIAM 11. DALE
JOSEPH II. GROH III

TEN FREE STREET
P.O. BOX4510
PORTLAND, MAINE 04112
(207) 775-7271

F. BRUCE SLEEPER

DEBORAH M. MANN
LESLIE E. LOWRY III
PATRICIA MCDONOUGH DUNN
MICHAEL J, QUINLAN
R.LEEIVY
NATALIE L. BURNS
SALLY J. DAGGETT
BRENDAN P. RIELLY
SUZANNE R. SCOTT

RAYMO:-1D E. JENSEN

YORK COUNTY

OFFICE

M. DONALDGARDNER
MERTON C. HENRY

TELECOPIER (207) 775-7935

JOHN D. BRADFORD

11 MAIN STREET, SUITE 4

JAMES£. KAPLAN

KENNEBUNK,MAINEo.io.u
(207) 985-'676

Of COUNSEL

TELECOPIER (207) 985-l9Jl
KENNETH BAIRD

(191<-1987)

April 5, 2000

Robert B. Benson, Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Dear Bob:
Enclosed herewith please find our bill for legal s rvices for the month of March, 2000.
The breakdown into the various categories is as follows:

I q ooos-IS---Code Enforcement
I q ovuSIS Planning (Sweetsir contract zone, Dinan dispute, etc.

$ 250.00

1,000.00
150.00

I Cjoais- /7 Police

t q ooos 17 Chebeague Issues (MDOT, CTC &

~k,O\ '10◊0S"cl.O
'V,'P-J--·

f~

Blanchard Lot Suit)

1,500.00
1,000.00

TIF

1-,068.75 l,'-fbb,70

('1001£// General Administration

$ 4,968:-75 5, 3bb -;-JO

If you have any question in regard to the enclosed, please let me know.

J

k..v\.-c ✓ t.-c-l
/J-f{~v

(h

~ 1J I-~

Cv(y+

7

Very tru y yours,

)
nneth M. Cole III
KMC/ab
Enclosure

i

I

JENSEN BAIRD GARDNER

& HENRY

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

WALTER E. WEBBER
KENNETH M. COLE Ill
NICHOLAS S. NADZO
FRANK II. FRYE
DAVID J. JONES
MICHAEL A. NELSON
RICHARD II. SPENCER, JR.
RONALD A. EPSTEIN
WILLIAM II. DALE
JOSEPH H. GROFF 111

TEN FREE STREET
P.O. BOX4510
PORTLAND, MAINE 04112
(207) 775-7271

F. BRUCE SLEEPER
DEBORAH M. MANN
LESLIE E. LOWRY Ill
PATRICIA MCDONOUGH DUNN
MICHAELJ. QUINLAN
R. LEE IVY
NATALIE L. BURNS
SALLY J. DAGGETT
BRENDAN P. RIELLY
SUZANNE R. SCOTT

RAYMO~D t. JENS[~

M. DONALDGARO:-i£R

YORKCOUNTY
OFFICE

MERTON G. HENRY

TELECOPIER (207) 775-7935

JOHN D. BRADFORD
JAMES E. KAPLAN

I I MAl:-iSTREET,SUITE .C

KENNEBUNK,MAIXE 0-I0U
(lOl) 98S4676

Of COUNSEL

TELECOPIER (207) 98S49Jl

KENNETIIBAIRD
(19U•1981)

May 3, 2000

Robert B. Benson, Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Dear Bob:

~

Enclosed herewith please find our bill for legal services for the month of April, 2000.
The breakdown into the various categories is as follows:

I c,ctos ,s:;Code Enforcement

$

1C,oCo513 Planning (Dinan dispute, etc.)

7 31_<:,Affordable

Housing - Small's Brook
I (1voc>S1'1
Chebeague Issues (MDOT, CTC &
,.,......"'
(X,\) Blanchard Lot Suit)
0
>
~SAD 51 vacancy and special election
\ C,CC0S°7
I General Administration

125.00
250.00
250.00
5,500.00
375.00

="--=-'--'-=--§3 I ?:>o
3 1 Q~

If you have any question in regard to the enclosed, please let me know.
Very truly yours,

KMC/ab
Enclosure

JENSEN BAIRD GARDNER

& HENRY

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

WALTER E. WEDDER
KENNETH Ill. COLE Ill
NICHOLAS S. NADZO
FRANK II. FRYE
DAVID J. JONES
MICHAEL A. NELSON
RICHARD II. SPENCER, JR.
RON,\LD A. EPSTEIN
WILLIAM II. DALE
JOSEPH II. GROFF Ill

F. BRUCE SLEEPER
DEBOR.All Ill. ~JANN
LESLIE E. LOWRY Ill
PATRICIA l\lCDONOUGII
MICIIAEL J. QUINLAN
R. LEE IVY
NATALIE L DUR.'iS
SALLY J. DAGGETT
BRENDAN P. RIELLY
SUZANNE R. SCOTT

TEN FREE STREET
P.O. BOX 4510
PORTLAND, MAINE 04112
(207) 775-7271
DUNN

RAY:'olOSD t.JENSES

YORK COUNTY
OFFICE

M. DOSALD CARDSER

MERTON C. IIESRY

TELECOPIER (207) 775.7935

JOH:'i D. BRADFORD

11 MAINSTREET. SUITE-'

JA:t-tE.S[. KA.Pl.AS

KENSEBUSK. MAl:"iE 0-&0U
(107) '85-1676

Of COUNSEL

TELECOPl[R (201) 98549JZ
KESN£Tlf BAIRD
(19U-1987)

June 6, 2000

Robert B. Benson, Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Dear Bob:
Enclosed herewith please find our bill for legal services for the month of May, 2000. The
breakdown into the various categories is as follows:

I ctooos-1rCode Enforcement

$ 200.00

I °>CWS ~ Planning (Growth Control, etc.)

1,000.00
331.25

13d-Co Affordable Housing - Small's Brook
['iC>ooSIC, Chebeague Issues (MDOT, CTC &
Blanchard Lot Suit)
I 9 CtOSIJ General Administration

12,000.00
2,500.00 31~~0 91
$16,031.25

Jfyou have any question in regard to the enclosed, please let me know.
Vefi)' trul yours,

K nneth M. Cole III
KMC/ab
Enclosure

1

J

1~?7.},lt

MEMORANDUM

May 30, 2000

TO: RECYCLINGCOMMITTEE
From: HELEN GIANAS/Shelley
Re:

Doyle

NEXT MEETING

The next meeting of the Recycling Committee has been scheduled for
June 7, 2000 at 7:00 pm.
We are planning to discuss pay-per-bag
and explore options
and information
gathering.
We would like as much in-put
as we
can get and value everyone's
thoughts
regarding
this issue.
Therefore,
we hope you all can make this meeting.
Please call Shelley at 829-5559,if
you have any questions.
Thanks for your continued

you can not attend,

participation.

or if

[ Jhl

